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'feeder networks caused excessive radiation losses. The same compatibility
problems with conventional rectangular waveguide prevent the full potential
of this array from being realized but is still preferable to all-dielectric
feeder networks.

The retention of microstrip feed networks allows much improved integration
possibilities and this was realized by combining a microstrip patch with an
overlaid dielectric sphere. When combined in the form of parallel connected
arrays with a sparse feed network the result is much lower levels of
corrupting radiation than have previously been achieved and the provision of
space within the aperture for electronic components such as phase shifters._---
Used in arrays or as single element antennas this novel structure allows the,
designer additional design freedom.

In separate studies the issues of bandwidth and cross-polar radiation are
investigated and combined with the above lead to useful conclusions and
recommendations on the possibilities for integrated millimetre-wave antennas.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The attractive nature of microstrip as an electromagnetic radiating
structure 1 needs no introduction and research effort continues to
increase in this topic area. There are indications however tha'Lo
for microwave applications the topic is .reaching some degree of
maturity whereby the fundamental action is reasonably well
understood and further advances will reside mainly in design
innovation. At millimetre wavelengths the situation is somewhat
different for several reasons. For instance, the applications are
less numerous and mainly directed towards highly specified military
requirements; also millimetre-wave technology is less well
developed than its microwave counterparts as manufacturing and
material tolerances are generally more critical. There is thus
much scope for fundamental research into ways of utilizing printed
structures at millimetres.

3
In a recent research programme' 3 we concentrated our efforts on
fundamental design constraints on printed antennas at millimetres
and loss mechanisms were identified as a major obstacle. Ways of
introducing dielectric feeders to reduce the loss were proposed and - -

a new type of hybrid microstrip/dielectric antenna array was
evolved. Manufacturing tolerances were seen as a problem requiring
new initiatives but were not in themselves formidable, and are
subdivided between design and fundamental investigations.

Several recommendations arising from the above mentioned research
formed the basis of this present programme reported here m and the
details are as follows: .

Mainly design:

(a) Create new antenna designs for elements on aircraft
and small vehicles.

(b) Investigate any new substrate materials, launcher
arrangments, and tolerance effects.

Fundamental investigations into parameters affecting
system performance:

(c) Investigate the problems of cross-polarization and
determine the most feasible way to eleminate or
reduce it.

(d) Investigate bandwidth limitations in microstrip

antennas and optimal conditions.

(e) Compare the performance and limitations of

W W V W U 0 0
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microstrip and dielectric-type structures at
millimetres.

The comparison of microstrip and dielectric structures, Item (e),
is presented in section 2.1 - 213, and provides valuable
information about making a choice in an overall systems sense.
Item (b) follows on naturally and is given in section 2.4.

Sections 3 and 4 deal with the bandwidth and cross-polarization
investigations, Items (d) and (c) respectively, and the findings .-.-

here have general applications both at microwave and millimetres.

The main design work Item (a) continues with ways of combining
dielectric and microstrip structures and exploits the lens effect
using spherical dielectric overlays. This is presented in section
5, and we have included work which is being completed during the
compilation of this report.

In the interests of clarity and conciseness we have reproduced the
publications arising as appendices, thus enabling the main body of
the report to be presented as a succinct review of achievements,
problematical issues, conclusions and recommendations.

2. COMPARISON OF MICROSTRIP AND DIELECTRIC STRUCTURES

2.1 Comparison of performance

The details of this particular study have been published4 and are
reproduced in Appendix 8.1. We are concerned here with the types
of millimetre-wave antenna array structures that can be deployed
conformal with the vehicle skin, with the minimum disturbance to
the latter at low cost.

The vehicle is likely to arise from an aerospace requirement or
possibly involve small projectiles or guided munitions. Microstrip
antennas seemed ideally suited but dielectric waveguide radiators
appeared initially to offer considerable advantages in view of
their much lower loss. In retrospect, this latter advantage is
seen to be outweighed by launching losses.

There are several facets to this investigation as follows:
5[

(a) An inspection of radiation patterns shows that microstrip
antennas offer superior pattern characteristic control co
that obtained from travelling-wave dielectric waveguide
linear arrays. (Pattern control embraces both co- and
cross-polarization characteristics.) This situation
parallels that observed when comparing wire Yagi antennas

2
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with conventional dielectric rod antennas where the
former gave better control for the same weight and size
of structure. Intuitively this is reasonable in that
conducting surfaces totally reflect incident waves
whereas dielectric interfaces only partially reflect and
can sustain guided waves along the interface creating a
complicated situation regarding polarization. There is
some evidence that more reasonable pattern control
results for very long dielectric structures approaching
40 to 50 guide-wavelengths long.

(b) That microstrip lines have significant loss is well
known, but the attitude has also persisted that
dielectric lines have negligible loss. A detailed
analysis of the latter has shown that the dissipative
losses can indeed be very small. However, when forming
feeders for antenna applications the lines must be
compatible with antenna design requirements and the
losses can be somewhat larger. Even so the dielectric
radiating structure still has a significant advantage
over microstrip linear arrays when comparing dissipative
losses.

(c) Millimetre-wave radars and sensors, etc, commonly employ
conventional metal rectangular waveguides and antennas
generally have to be compatible with this requirement.
The transition between the transmitting/receiving
equipment and the antenna is termed the 'launcher' and
for microstrip antennas the latter can take a variety of
forms. For dielectric structures such as image and
insular guide the launcher is essentially a microwave
horn. Analysis and experiment has established that
dielectric antenna launchers have a significantly higher
loss than microstrip antenna launchers. The launcher
loss is brought about by direct leakage of radiation from
the launcher aperture which also has a corrupting effect
both on the co- and cross-polarization properties of the
antenna pattern.

(d) It is seen that the higher launching loss of dielectric
antennas tends to negate their lower dissipative losses
and a series of curves have been presented depicting
overall antenna loss as a function of antenna length.
This comparison has been in the nature of a systems
comparison with microstrip giving less overall loss for
antennas up to about 20 feeder-wavelengths long.
Dielectric travelling-wave antennas do not show a clear
advantage unless the antenna length exceeds some 40
feeder wavelengths long. When this is compounded with
the inferior pattern characteristics stated in Item (a),

3
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FIGURE 1. 40-Wavelength hyhr id array operating at 90 GHz.
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it follows that dielectric antennas need to be very long
before a clear cut advantage over microstrip radiators is
achieved.

2.2 Launchers compatible with dielectric circuits I

It is evi-dent from paragraph (c), section 2.1, that no significant
launching loss would be incurred if the dielectric antenna was
connected directly to transmitting/receiver circuits which embodied
similar dielectric lines. This needs qualifying in the sense that
the feeder line requirement for circuits may differ from that for
antenna action and some tapered or abrupt transition may still be
required. Even so, the point is established that dielectric
antennas require compatible dielectric receiver/transmitter
circuits to bring out their advantages Unfortunately, dielectric
circuits have remained essentially a research idea that has yet to
come into fruition due to the problem of embedding components in a
dielectric line. .

2.3 Hybrid antenna arrays

A compromise is suggested whereby the microstrip feeder, which is
the main source of loss in a linear microstrip array, is removed
and replaced with a dielectric insular guide feeder, Fig. 1. The
microstrip antenna patches proximity couple to this feeder and the
overall effect is that the superior microstrip antenna pattern
control over dielectric antennas is achieved with the lower feeder
losses. This hybrid antenna was reported on in the previous
research programme and we present, in Appendix 8.3, the full paper 7

giving analytical details and results. This antenna is clearly
more complicated to manufacture but its main drawback is that the
higher launcher loss persists when connected to other than a
similar dielectric waveguide -id for for connection to rectangular
metal waveguide it has no o, all advantage over microstrip
antennas.

2.4 Dielectric corporate feeds for dielectric arrays

We have taken the view that dielectric millimetre-wave circuits may
well prove to be viable in which case we considered it appropriate
to examine the problem of connecting a two-dimensional array to a
dielectric feed circuit. Microstrip antennas can be fitted with a
two-dimensional array to a dielectric feed circuit. This problem
has much in common with the techniques used in planar optical
integrated circuitry and is briefly reviewed in Appendix 8.2.1.
It was seen that optical circuits require dimensions of the

5
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FIGURE 2. 40 x 1( lemefiL !ivli-id array with a slab guide
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conventional rectangular waveguide. If a waveguide launching
medium is retained dielectric-based arrays are preferable to purely
microstrip arrays for feeder length greater than about 40
wavelengths. Microstrip travelling-arrays are preferable for
lengths less than about 20 wavelengths. The breakpoint between
purely microstrip and dielectric-based arrays is difficult to judge
exactly without reference to a specific application.

The possibilities for compatible all-dielectric corporate feed
structuresfor two-dimensional travelling-wave arrays have been
examined and it was found that they will exhibit severe radiation
losses in the limited space available in real systems. Power
splitting and spreading in dielectric guides requires impractically
long lengths, and over these distances, dissipative loss in the
dielectric guide alone would rule out their use.

In view of the problems encountered with all-dielectric feeds,
waveguide horn launchers seem more attractive for use with large
dielectric-based array antennas connected to conventional waveguide
or E-plane circuitry both of which are reasonably mature.

(b) A novel structure has been found which combines a dielectric
sphere (or truncuated sphere) with a microstrip patch radiating
element. In common with the travelling wave array this basic
element retains microstrip to effectively control the radiation and
combines this with a spherical dielectric lens which enhances the
single element gain without additional microstrip feeder lines and
patch radiating elements.

Used singly, this element has possibilities as a single patch low
to medium gain antenna which can be easily integrated with external
circuitry and offers continuous design control over gain and
beamwidth. To date, gains up to about 16.5 dBi have been realised
while still retaining a uniform aperture distribution with sphere
diameters less than about 3 wavelengths (substrate dielectric
constant = 2.3, sphere dielectric constant = 2.2 - 2.5).
Patch arrays using this element combine microstrip feed lines and
radiating elements with dielectric lenses in contact with the
array. Low feed radiation loss has been achieved as this type of
element allows a minimum, sparse, feed network to be used at the
expense of some increase in depth. Spurious and cross-polar levels
of less than about 20 dB have been achieved using an interelement
spacing of 1.9 wavelengths at 90 GHz. Grating lobes and side-lobes
are commensurate with a uniform aperture distribution and the
combination with a simple feed network offers good prospects for
antennas with sidelobes and grating lobes at less than -20 dB with
corrupting radiation below this level.

Patch arrays with sparse feed ,,etworks, as well as having the above
mentioned advantages, would allow the integration of phase shifting

20
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to a microstrip patch without overlaid lenses. Typically, the

scanning loss for a sphere of diameter D = d = 0.95 k would be -0.4 ...

dB at ±10 degrees and 3.4 dB at ±IC. degrees, while for a sphere of
diameter D = d = 2.6Xo0 the scanning loss would be -3.0dB at± 10
degrees, compared to -0.2 dB at± 10 degrees and -2.0 dB at± 30 dB
degrees for a single microstrip patch (substrate dielectric
constant = 2.3). It would remain for the system designer to
establish what scanning loss could be tolerated.

5.5 Summary comments

This work has demonstrated the advantages of the dielectric
sphere/microstrip patch element as a useful low to medium gain
antenna of simple design, offering continuous control of gain up to
a limit of about 16.5 dBi at a sphere diameter of about 3
free-space wavelengths. It has been demonstrated to be useful as a
reflector feed antenna and would also find application in the
simplification of millimetre-wave antenna integration.

The use of sparse feed networks, made possible using this novel
element, allows a lower level of spurious and cross-polarized
radiation to be obtained from parallel-fed patch arrays. This low
level of corrupting radiation was evident in the good agreement
between calculation and measurements.

Integrated phased arrays have been proposed as an important area
where sparse feed networks may find use. Such arrays could employ
a matrix of spheres moulded in a single sheet, and accurately fixed
to the circuit beneath, to additionally provide a robust cover. --

6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

(a) In this investigation a new hybrid antenna structure has
been proposed in which the advantages of dielectric and metallic
elements have been combined to achieve effective radiation control
and power feeding. The first of these solutions is a hybrid planar
travelling-wave array using a low loss insular guide feeder and
microstrip radiating elements. The second solution retains
microstrip for power feeding and radiation control but combines
this with a spherical dielectric lens structure in direct contact
with the mircrostrip patch radiating elements. These two types
will be treated separately.

The insular guide travelling-wave array of the type proposed offers
higher efficiency than an equivalent microstrip array. This
advantage is generally negated for dielectric-based arrays due to
the high radiation losses encountered at the junction with

19
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lower levels of corrupting radiation to be achieved due to the
possibilities for large inter-element spacings and hence sparse
feed networks.

Three large millimetre-wave patch arrays have been built with the
same aperture size and inter-element spacings of d = D = 0.95 Xo,
1.90 XO0and 3.80X0 containing 256, 64 and 16 spheres and radiating
elements respectively. The third array with the largest spacing
had a severe grating lobe limitation and the lowest gain of 24 dBi.
Figures 4 and 5 show the first two arrays.

The gain of the 64-element array was measured at 26 dBi compared to
27 dBi for the 256-element array (due to greater deviation from a
uniform aperture distribution) but the most important difference
lay in the lower levels of spurious and cross-polar radiation
achieved by the 64-element array summarized in Figure 8 and
includes the contribution from the unscreened launcher which is
evident on the positive side of the H-plane radiation patterns in
Figures 6 and 7.

Figures 6 and 7 show the radiation patterns of the two antennas in
Figures 4 and 5 and from Figure 7 it can be seen that grating lobes
are evident and at a level expected from a uniform array. The
calculated radiation patterns are in good agreement with
measurements and also indicated that grating lobe levels vary very
little for inter-element spacings up to d = D = 3X0 . Prospects are
good for achieving sidelobes, grating lobes, spurious and
cross-polar radiation, all at levels less than -20 dB.

5.4 Electronically controlled arrays

There is an electronic scanning requirement for millimetre-wave
integrated phased arrays, and attempts in the past to construct
such arrays have required the use of quarter-wave shorted patch
radiating elements in order to make room for phase shiftersm

while still maintaining good grating-lobe suppression.
Quarter-wave patches are not practical for millimetre-wave
integrated antennas and so the new element is proposed as a
possible solution.

Sparse feed networks can provide the space needed for phase
shifters (or other electronic circuits) and their associated
control lines. Inter-element spacings would be dictated by the
number of bits required for each phase shifter and the space needed
to run control lines to the middle of the array. These
requirements would need to be balanced against some increase in
scanning loss dependent upon sphere size.

Such phased arrays would suffer from higher scanning loss compared

18
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FIGURE 8. Comparison between the measured spurious and
cross-polar levels of the 256 and 64 element
arrays, operating at 90 GHz.
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FIGURE 5. 64 elemient patch array with overlaid spheres
(d 0 -1.90 Xo operating at 90 Glz.
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FIGURE 4. 256 element patch array with overlaid spheres
(d D a0.95 Ao) operating at 90 GHz. I
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fields. Our analysis models the patch as two magnetic,
Hertzian, dipoles at opposite ends of the patch and the
far-field radiation patterns are calculated from a set of
fictitious sources on the surface of the sphere by the
Equivalence principle. Array patterns are obtained from the
multiplication of the element pattern and the appropriate
array factor.

Initial measurements showed that the gain of a PTFE sphere in
combination with a square microstrip patch (on a substrate of
dielectric constant Er = 2.3) levels off at about 16.5 dBi.
Dielectric loss has not been found to be the major limiting
factor. Instead, we have found that aperture fields generated
by the lens deviate from a uniform distribution for sphere
diameters greater than about three free-space wavelengths.
This shows up in high side-lobe levels and a rapid levelling
in the gain above this diameter.

5.2 Small antennas using a single sphere/patch element.

The single/patch radiating element makes possible a range of
low to medium gain antennas the basic limitations of which
have already been outlined. These would be useful in
applications where some increase in depth would not present
serious problems.

This element has already been applied to the design of a
19

single element reflector feed antenna . Choice of an
appropriate sphere diameter and truncated height gave
continuous design control over the antenna beamwidth and
provided a simple method of optimizing reflector illumination
with minimum design effort. Measurements showed that the
input bandwidth was increased and the input match generally
improved when the sphere was put in contact with a microstrip
patch.

At millimetres, this element offers a simple technique for
integrating small antenna elements without the complications
of feed networks; only a single microstrip element and a
truncated sphere is required. Possibilities exist for
switched or simultaneous beam operation.

5.3 Patch arrays using overlaid arrays of spherical
lenses.

Much of the work on the use of these elements has concentrated
upon their use in arrays. Conventional patch arrays suffer
from high feed radiation losses which corrupt antenna
radiation patterns in the form of spurious and cross-polar
radiation and this may be reduced by increasing the overall
feed impedance level. The use of spherical lenses has enabled

12
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cross-polarization and design options, at least to a first order.

For greater accuracy the particular structure of interest must be

studied in detail and this has been done for the comb array by

carrying out a modal analysis to obtain the local current

distribution.

(d) Summary comment.
Increased radiation from a section of a linear antenna

generally creates increased cross-polarization. Longer arrays

with a more gradual leakage of radiation are thus improved in

this respect. Feed cross-polarized radiation remains

difficult, and generally requires absorbent material to remove

it. Surface-waves and their cross-polarized radiation can be

reduced by the use of lower permi::ivity substrates which are

feasible at microwave but not at millimetres. Generally co-

and cross-polarization have to be traded for one another and -

some spec.__cat ons may not be viable. No one type of

radiating structure appears to have an outstanding advantage

although it will be possible in some cases to cancel out some

cross-polarized radiation by choice of structure symmetry.

5 ARRAYS AND SIALL ANTENNAS USING A DIELECTRIC
SPHERE/MICROSTRIP PATCH RADTA T G ELE'ENT.

The salient problem that has emerged from this work is that of
unwanted radiation from feed structures and any modification

that reduces the effects of this would be an advance. In

section 2, we saw that feed radiation is the main obstacle in

the way of planar integrated dielectric array realization.

Consequently we have been led to retain metallic feed
structures and to combine them with some form of lens
structure while still maintaining a basically planar form. We

have been able to realise this by combining microstrip

radiating elements with spherical dielectric lenses!

Previous workers have considered the problem of combining
spherical and non-spherical dielectric lenses with waveguide

apetuesi -17 -

apertures and recently a resonant hemispherical antenna
has been reported. Our present work is novel in that the lens
is placed in direct contact with a microstrip patch in the

form of an overlay and published papers are reproduced in
Appendix 8.6.

5.1 Basic action

Unlike lens antennas with waveguide apertures, the combination
of a lens with a microstrip patch cannot be easily modelled
using the modal method, based on spherical-wave functions,
because of the highly complex nature of microstrip patch near

II



literature, much of which does not put sufficient emphasis on the
radiation pattern quality and its variation with frequency. Our
own work on TMu, probe fed disc elements has exposed high levels
of H-plane cross-polar radiation which can only be reduced by
thinning the substrate and/or increasing its dielectric constant.
It is obvious here that the H-plane cross-polarization is an
important bandwidth criteria that must be traded for bandwidth.

4. MIGROSTRIP ANTENNA CROSS-POLARIZATION PROPERTIES

With the maturity of microstrip antennasattention has been focussed
on their cross-polarization characteristics. A patch element such
as a disc or rectangular element would seem to be relatively easy
to assess but in our experience, radiation from the feed probe or

* coupler dominates and takes charge of the lower level of
cross-polarization and is more difficult to assess analytically.

The corrupting effect of the feed mechanism is seen 6 to reduce when
the feeder is coupled to the patch remotely using a non-contacting

.. overlay technique. The pattern permormance of a microstrip patch,

.. and large arrays of the latter, is thus a function of the design
innovation.

With travelling-wave arrays the situation is different in that the
feed is integral with the radiating elements and the designer has
essentially two degrees of freedom when creating the topology of
the microstrip conductor. A study has been completed on the

-" cross-polarization behaviour of series-fed travelling-wave
15.. microstrip linear arrays and the published paper is reproduced in

Appendix 8.5. The results here are applicable at microwave and
- millimetre wavelengths and the principal findings are as follows.

(a) Sources of cross-polarization.
The linear array is approximated by magnetic line currents
which can be represented as discrete dipole sources from which
the co- and cross-polarized fields can be derived once the
type of antenna is known. Other sources include radiation
from feeds, terminations and substrate surface-waves,and
usable expressions are given for these.

(b) First order geometric constraints.
It is seen that microstrip antennas have two degrees of
freedom in geometry and that, within a given space, the degree
of coupling to co-polar radiation must be traded for
cross-polarized radiation. A way of assessing arrays on this
basis is presented and applied to several types such as the
serpent, triangle rampart, chain, Franklin antennas, etc.

(c) Application to comb line.
It is considered that the above assessment will evaluate the

10
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Square, rectangular and disc elements are well known and their
bandwidth is simply controlled by the substrate thickness,
substrate dielectric constant and, in the case of the rectangular
patch elements, by the width-to-length ratio. Even-mode annular
ring elements constitute an interesting class of elements but there-
is little evidence that they are better than a rectangular element
which would occupy less space for a similar bandwidth and is easier
to model.

Of particular relevance to millimetre wavelengths is the use of
very thick substrates supporting a number of surface-wave modes
generated by patch or thin dipole elements. Coupling to
surface-wave modes has the effect of lowering the radiation Q and
the efficiency of radiating elements. However, we regard
surface-waves as a source of uncontrolled radiation which could
cause strong radiation from the substrate edges and substantial
interference with integrated circuit elements. Theoretical
analysis of the thick substrate has shown that large bandwidths are
available (up to 50% in the case of thin dipole elements on Gallium
Arsenide) but a proper evaluation of this technique needs practical . -

results and radiation patterns.

With regard to millimetre-wave integrated antenna elements, square
rectangular and disc antennas would seem to be best suited to most
applications. The annular ring antenna, although novel, does not
appear to have much to recommend it outside some special conformal
applications, as a wide rectangular patch antenna would offer
similar bandwidths, more efficient use of space and greater
simplicity. Parasitic antennas would be difficult to realise but
we feel that the prospects are good for lateral parasitic antennas
proposed by Kumar and Gupta providing a co-planar feed line can be
connected to the driven element. Vertical parasitic elements
should be possible if great care is taken over tolerance control
and would offer wide bandwidth for minimum substrate area. In .-

general, these parasitic antennas are best suited for non-critical
applications where a high degree of radiation control is not
required as in the case of expendable jammers.

A judgement cannot be made on the bandwidth and practical
limitation of placing patches and dipole elements on thick
substrates of high dielectric constant until results appear on
their practical realization. Such results would probably serve to
highlight the problem of cross-polar and surface-wave generation
associated with greater radiating element volumes. There is a
strong relationship between antenna volume and bandwidth with
lateral parasitic elements offering a higher degree of radiation
control at the expense of greater complexity.

A dearth of experimental and theoretical results exists in the

9
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order of many hundreds of wavelengths; such dimensions are totally
out of the question at millimetre wavelengths.

A series of experiments on a series of short feeds are reported
upon in the Appendix 8.2.2 and the two which were initially
considered most promising are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The

*measured efficiencies of these feeds were estimated to be less than
2% in both cases, but we feel that this could be raised to about
10% if the entire array and feed structure were made as a single

* piece. These experiments have failed to reveal any practical
* arrangements for short feeds, but we believe that somewhat higher

efficiencies could be achieved with much longer transition regions.
However, the losses incurred with a long transition would need to

* be balanced aginst those of a shorter microstrip or waveguide feed.
* Purely on the basis of dissipitative loss, there would be little

point in making dielectric feed three times longer than a
*microstrip feed if the dielectric loss is one third that of

microstrip.

*In view of the negative results, only an outline mention of the
various ideas and experiment has been given, but the outcome is

-nevertheless of great importance because it casts doubt over the
* feasibility of creating -an integrated assembly of antenna and

circuits comprised entirely of dielectric circuits. Looking to the
future, the problem of feeding two-dimensional dielectric arrays

-may have its solution in circuitry. The dielectric feed could be
dispensed with if each array and its associated circuitry (such as

*phase shifters) could be fed by separate phase-locked oscillators.

2.5 Summary comment

* Contrary to ideas and attitudes which have persisted for many
years, the millimetre microstrip antenna array shows considerable
overall advantage over other types of dielectric radiators when
evaluated in a system sense; that is with due consideration to the
connection of the array to the rest of the equipment and the degree
to which the radiation pattern can be controlled.

3. BANDWIDTH LIMITATIONS

*A considerable amount of literature exists on the topic of microstrip
radiating element bandwidth, and this is reviewed in Appendix 8.4.

*In most cases reported, bandwidth is treated as a side issue,
involving the measurement of input impedance, but there is an
emerging realisation that perhaps this is not the most important
criteria and that there may be other criteria that impose more strict

Slimitations on bandwidth.

8
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circuitry and their associated circuitry. The use of dielectric
spheres would cause an increase in scanning loss compared to a
conventional microstrip patch and hemispherical coverage would not
be possible. However, we do not consider that scanning loss would

* be a major problem for large millimetre phased arrays as most
*seeker applications would require maximum scan angles between 10 and 30

degrees. A judgement on tolerable scanning loss would have to be
made by the system designer.

(c) Cross-polar radiation levels in travelling-wave arrays are a
function of the degree to which tne feed guide is perturbed and the
radiation forced from the array by the radiating elements and also
upon the thickness of the substrate or radiating element volume;
this is true for both dielectric and microstrip arrays. Generally
speaking lower cross-polar operation requires low coupling to a

* large number of radiating elements on a thin substrate and this
implies some trade-off between cross-polar radiation and bandwidth.
The 40-wavelength long hybrid array described in this report
achieved a maximum level of -25 dB which is equal to the best
achieved from a microstrip comb array. Launcher radiation is an
additional source of radiation pattern corruption in

* travelling-wave arrays and here there is a link between the
* previously mentioned field compatability problems (which are more
* serious in dielectric arrays) and launcher efficiency.

Certain feeder configurations can have low cross-polar radiation
due to field cancellation from symmetrical halves of the feed

"structure. This is true of the H-plane cross-polar from
parallel-fed patch array feed networks where radiation from right
angled microstrip bands cancels in the far-field at boresight.
However a low level of feed radiation is still essential in order

to achieve a low level of corrupting radiation throughout an entire
hemisphere. This has been achieved in this work using sparse feed

networks.

(d) A survey of various microstrip radiating elements has shown

bandwidth to be a function of antenna volume. Large increases in
volume necessary for high bandwidth have been achieved using

* parasitic elements which impart a closely spaced multifrequency
response to the antenna. These parasitic antennas have achieved
their practical bandwidth limit without a severe diminshing return
on design effort. Lateral parasitic antennas have achieved their
increased volume by occupying a large substrate area on a thin

substrate and as such they would have low coupling to surface-waves
and cross-polar radiation at the expense of a variation of the

effective antenna phase centre with frequency. Vertical parasitic
antennas here achieved the greatest bandwidth using increased depth
which is associated with high cross-polar levels. Generally these"

antennas are suited for less critical applications. At millimetre
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wavelengths the basic square, rectangular and disc radiating
elements are sufficient for most purposes. With a 2:1 width to
length ratio rectangular resonators equal the bandwidth available
from annular ring elements while occupying less substrate area.
The annular ring antenna is interesting but would be of little use
outside some specialized applications.

There has been much recent interest in the use of Gallium Arsenide
as a substrate material for monolithic millimetre-wave circuits and
the properties of thin dipoles and microstrip patches on thick
substrates have been theoretically studied. On Gallium Arsenide, a
maximum bandwidth of 50% has been predicted for thin dipole
elements at 30% for patch elements for substrate thicknesses of
about 0.1 and 0.2 wavelengths respectively. This has implications
for cross-polar radiation, mutual coupling levels and radiation
from the substrate edges but as yet there has been no evidence in
the literature on the practical application of this technique and
its effects.

An emerging issue in the judgement of bandwidth is the link between
element volume and cross-polar radiation control. This is an
important issue at millimetres and requires an experimental - -:

treatment especially on Gallium Arsenide and on soft substrates
which are less problematical.

6.2 Recommendations

(1) When designing and optimizing a millimetre-wave microstrip
antenna as regards cross-polar radiation, bandwidth and losses
(both dissipative and radiative) due consideration should be given
to the results of the studies carried out in this report which when
compounded will allow the best trade-off between the various
parameters to be made to suit the required specification.

(2) The investigations contained in this report offer
considerable scope for future research on the integration of the
antenna with its associated circuitry.
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Appendix 8.1

Loss Comparisons of Insular Guide and Microstrip Millimetre
Antenna Array Feeders

and

8

Conformal Planar Millimetre Arrays -A Systems Appraisal
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LOSS COMPARISONS OF INSULAR GUIDE AND MICROSTRIP -

MILLIMETRE ANTENNA ARRAY FEEDERS

G. John and J. R. James, Deametof E&eC :rncj xia b-,.rW7Cro

Engineering, Royal Military College of Science. Srtvew:nani,
Swindon, Wilts SN6 8LA, UK.

the~s o o 'to~rtcrro ec.:ni2c atn 1 re wavelien ths to create
planr lncorco ir~-icc .r crra-inv cnsidered to be inhibited

b%, -ne 'ni rosznip euuer loss anci r io ilo isc of low loss dielectric
feders ist~a atrac~'''.rt n -!ils im~io~c n aucitioa- oreo
'.rtwanie~i .oss :s considered and a, circoreEr .ssessm'ent, more favourable to
mi c r os it2. u, eioer.,ei,. The fvelds of an insular guide- antenna feeder are computed
b, - a mode match.i mehod icc t provide accuro-te data for the guide attenuation
and also --he lauier 'ccia--r loss wh~er -)e insular Rnide is connected to a
ccnventiiona. rect-i.,-lar 'petal waveguide using a horn launcher transition.
This lartoi r dularl.Sn "._ base d both' on a chopzped surface wave distribrut-*on method

Lnd an a7lteinative 7ariacnona! method. Sinilazr loss data is computed for
ricrostrri-n antenna feeders ising edaiting theories ane sowe experimental data
prosented. A com:oarnson or Local unr'wanted losses for both types of feeders
es tab lis hes that -oicrostrirp is advantageous for feeder lengths up to about 20
wave lengi s lon:g, the precise conoition for equality depending on many other
lIc:rOrs w :h,- -n are discussed. If hovever the feeders are assumed to be fully
inteszrssii with an electrically comatible guide structure in the receiver or
_ranson rer to remove dhe source of launcher radiation loss, insular guide is
distinctly advantageo-us, thus highlighting the need for new technological
aevelopments in l-nte-Srat-< 1 oilitccre linear antenna systems.

Thle dieve , pment ur mi A tar-' svs tems operating at millimetre wavelengths
tics crcaed a demand to~r planar iillimet-e wave antenna arrays which can be
made conformal witn.a vence surf ace, are low cost, light weight and can be
readily interfaceo with theL electronic equipment. Typically the array will have
crirne main functions as sketcihed in Fig la where the launcher section connects
the antenna structure to the transaitter and/or receiver. A two-dimensional
arrow would aduitionally require a corporate feed system. Ideally the array
will he inte-tdw. heeetoi crutyt obviate the need for a

*Launchier Iit this !s 4t pre-sent generally out of the question in view of the
* universal use of convennio:ual, metal waveguides in millimetre wavelength

equipmenz.

The ise ot micros trip (Fig ;b) to create radiating structures'- is becoming
well-established at micruwoive fuciucocies and fits the above requirements for
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~~a)n cl.Vpanar Loccav lot t-irns
:~e;2. Lin.-0 -dain.- sv*sten: 3. Load for travelling wave

action
(b) crostrip line

c) in s a r g d (h > 0,. Itziare gu iLie (h 0)

0 L E !C t n ri cncnrLrZ: -oSS is rocl'I.T considre to be unacceptably
aw.y._tr, --;vou cncs w ere P~n~t1i owey is at a premium. o

* ,sanc - a nuc-rostrip array with a ocrecc-ional gain of 28dB (based on integra-
:ir of -.ne racra- ic. nattern) is likely. to have an internal power loss of

* c- ~ ~3:hc~reducing, the antenna Systemr gain to 25d.B. It was no doubt
-o tnes rasnns that considerable accenc-ior. has been focussed on the

* i~ r creain millimetre wave antennas Zrom dielectric waveguides~

~Or':'os f co~rd lie :mnce3die lect ric waveguides have been
vri0 crc lcnc .n-,rmsc ves to ccc.:crmal array applications'. Although

il, ~:a*ca orpatter-- Derr )- rmance ces no, appear to equate with that whi ch
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . z~c3~ irt o rg.ras :~ ac:itl assmed that the use of

* ceic~icstrluctures- -. ill lea4 to a lower antenna System loss. More recently

.aoonted out- niat tno- benefi ts associate6 with the use of dielectric
cruc:cures could be nepa cvd nv te !aoocncr loss and isuhcircumnstances the

use of mizrostrip may be advantageous. Trie nurnose of tnis paper is to quantify
tne antenna systerr loss for -planar mi'Vimetuyre wave arrays comrised of micro-
strip and dielectric sriioes -c extrac- desigr. recomendations. For the purposes
oc comparisor we concentrate or_ one of -he lowest loss dielectric guides, the

% insular guiaec F~g

The cr:' rior. fcr- Pnowoc Tl alon, a one-dimensional linear antenna array
is taken with. good apnrcxam~itiona,, the Ice5s pe: guide wavelength along the
feo de r. Radlation elcnn~ a-a'hed e tner to z n e feeder or embraced within

as discoctinuities4 are geno-rall-, Efficient radiators and the main power loss
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is in the feeder. Emphasis is thus placed on the accurate calculation of the
attenuation and phase constants set:ion 2 and new results are presented for
the insular guide. The assessment of launcher radiation loss presents both
analytical and measurement problems, particularly for the insular guide where
two methods of estimating the loss are outlined in section 3. System loss
comparisons are made in section 4 and presented in the context of prevailing
system requirements and likely future developments, prior to the conclusion
section 5.

2. TRANSMISSION LINE CHarACTERISTICS

2.1. Insular guide field representations

Adequate formulas al-adv exist for characterising microstrip but
insular giide is a more cormlicated structure and methods of analysing it are
less we-! estaubishled. e 0brain accurate field representations for use in
section 2 and match Cartesian wavefunctions at the various insular guide cross-
sectional boundaries. This approach is referred to here as Theory A and is
similar to -hat used in the calculation of image lines9 and inverted strip.
dielectrit waveguide . A simplified form of Theory A, referred to here as
Theory B, is also evaluated and is useful for calculating the dominant phase
constant behaviour in insular guide.

In theory A, the cross section of the insular guide Fig 2 is subdivided
vertically into subregions X I and X, where 0 - X a, a -< X2 5 -S and

Ss''mie ry about x = 0 is invoked. The method requires the presence of a
fictitious upper ground plane at v = (h + b + I) and the space between these
Oround planes is subdivided hirizontaily Into subregions Y,' Y, and Y where- -

Y h, h Y , (h b), (h Y b -3 !
< 

(h + b + I). The harmonic Z

behaviour in he Z irection is taken as exp(-j6z) where B is the phase
constant. Yne form of the E field cor-nonent is:

eM - cos(k x)rev)
a Am; region X

Cm; region X, ()
(V i)exp [-jk (x -a)l :n 7(y) ." -"_

where e(y, c(y) and k are defined in the appendix section 7.1 and the bar

denotes region X,; A and C are Lmknowr coefficients. The e(v) functions
- m a1 I "

are defined by the Transverse Magnezic mode behaviour of a three layered
stratified model :'ith a relative permittivity in regions Y "2 and Y of ,

C and , respectively. The resulting transcendental equation defines k,

k 2 ai:d k - and hetze (k - .
v,_ im

Similarly Th(v) functions can .e defined for the Transverse Electric

mode behaviour in the three layered stratified model, appendix section 7.2,
with wavenumbers k' , k' k'- and k' enabling (k', + B2 ) to be calculated.isXm' ym y_m y 3m xm .p.

The form of Hv im:

Z.
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M' sin (kW x)

H = Z (k'k'-a) € (y)+ Xi; region X
ys (k a (2)

N1
- (k' + 2) exp[-jT' kx- a)] -h(y) D; region X2

where B and D are unknown coefficients and bars denote region X2. Similar
tems as in -1

expressions exist for E , Hx, Ez and H having individual terms, as in eqn (1)
and (2), that by definilon are continuous across the horizontal boundaries
delineating regions YP, Y, and Y3" On the vertical boundaries of regions X-

and X., the tangential fields are matched and orthogonality relationships
invoked to yield a system of homogeneous equations from which the unknown

coefficients and B can in princiole be extracted. In reality the dimension I

determines the number of modes M, N, M' and N' eqns (2) and (2) and hence

the completeness of the field forms used in the matching and the convergence

.f the computation. After many trials we have compromised on I 5 0
throughout, where A is the free space wavelength, giving M = N = M' = N' = 10

0
and sufficient convergence of the field forms without the build up of round-

off errors. The dominant behaviour is portrayed by surface wave terms in

Theory A, which are evanescent in the y-direction above the dielectric slab.

If these are used alone we obtain a relatively simple calculation Theory B;

this is also known as 'the effective dielectric constant' method which is

essentially equivalent
0 '9 to considering only m = I terms in eqns (I) and (2).

For fields with their transverse electric components polarised in the y %
direction take M = N = I and M' = N' = 0, eqns (1) and (2) yielding:

2 2 -
2 = ek + -= te2k - k-,

(3)
kX tan (k Xa); even

x] -cot(k xa); odd

-where even and odd refer to symmetrv and asymmetry of E about x = 0, respectively

and 
y

(k 2 I2""
te 2  = - k--)

k

el= I k

where E and E* are the effective dielectric constants for the X and Xel e2

regions respectively. Similarly putting M = N = 0 and M' = N' = I eqns
and (2) yield fields with the transverse electric component polarised in the x
direction.

Computed results for Theory A and Theory B together with some experimental

results are given in Fig 2; we follow the conventional mode nomenclature where

Epq corresponds to p and q power concentrations in the x and y directions

respectively. The experimental results were obtained by measurement of a
standing wave pattern on the structure and lie between the computed results of
the two theories. Theory B cannot model the cut-off behaviour of the modes

and gives very incomplete field patterns. Field patterns obtained by Theory A,

Fig 3 show evidence of the incompleteness of the matching process at the
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vertical boundaries.

2.2. Loss characteristics

Previous calculationsG of the loss in insular guides have been based on
simplified field representations such as Theory B. Here we use the Cartesian
field representations of Theory A eqns (1) and (2) for E and H with E , H

y y x x-

E , H likewise derived from similar equations of this theory. In view of
t~e low loss of these guides a perturbation calculation is applicable. The
attenuation constant a a IC + aID where oIC and a D are the attenuation

constants for the conductor loss and the dielectric loss respectively.

R
S ,H H + H dx (4)

where Rs (W 0/2) a conducrivizy of the ground plane, * denotes complex

conjugate, PI = total power flowing in insular guide and the magnetic fields

are evaluated only in the lower groumd plane Fig 2, at y - 0.
o . h-b "-

D - h (x,y) an 6 (x,y) E E +* E E *] dx dy
I x-P = r yY xX

E r ,V) -E )-h.}-(5
0 -y 5 h, xt.an 6 (x,y) t "an 6 S " -..:-..

r n y 5 h + b, - a x - a

tan 6 (x,y) s tan 62

where tan 1 are material loss tangents. The total power flowing in the guide
is

P Re.P. I f [E H * - E H * dx dy (6)),- - y 0Ov

where the integration range embraces the six sub-crosssectional areas dictated
by the boundaries of the regions X1 , X', Y' Y, and Y3 " Some computed results

for eqns (4) and (5) are shown in Fig 4 for a loosely bound Ey . mode and for a
selection of modes with tighter binding in Fig 5. The increased conductor loss

with loose binding of the Ey mode outweighs the increase in dielectric loss ...

for tight binding and is a comparison only made possible by the use of fields
of Theory A. The composition of losses differ for different modes Fig 5 but

toe trend shown is that the Ey mode has the lowest overall loss. Existing

data 6 for the E mode shows values of a somewhat in excess of ours and we

presume that this is because simler field forms were used. An experiment was
conducted on two different lengths of insular guide set between two waveguide
horn launchers of the type described in section 3. The guide was composed of
material having c 2.32, t, 10, tan 6, = 0.001, tan ,= 0.001 and the

transmission loss measured by substitution at 9.5 GHz whereby the launcher loss
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I (a)

1b (a) E~ 2.32, h =0.04Jx

B.5-4a) Ii' (b 10 ,h .017X

,dB 1 .,-tan 6 0.001, L =0.005 lmm

-x -x -x x a MC

.01 1 050 100 200 0 C

.6' treq~GHz) -...- - total loss a~,
1.22 .61.41 .24 .122 .08

K50  .25 .17 .10 .05 .03 (ihruhes

h (mm)

Fig 6. Iicrostrip losses (30:. line)

was eliminated. A value of a 0. 041 dB/) was obtained compared to the
computed value of 0.036 dB/. where . is ~h aeeghi h nua
guide. The low level of losE resulte§ in a high degree of measurement error.

For microstrip the attenuation. constant aN= a MC + w I here a NC1 and a,

are the attenuation constants arising from conductor and dielectric loss
respectively. Little has been established about the precise loss mechanisms
at millimetre wavelengths and we use loss formulas that have found wide
acceptance at microwave frequencies. The formula for a, is giveni as:

IJ e tan
CL 27. 3- (- -) --- (7

MDC CI

where c,, c e and tan 6 are the relative oermittivity, the effective permittivity

and loss tangent of the microstrip substrate respectively, ), is the wavelength
in the microstrip. The equations of Pucelli are used to mcalculate a~ and

sove examples of losses for comnonly used microsrrip lines are shown in

Fig 6, together with a correction 1
4
'2 for surface roughness.

(I Oa r. tan 14( dB (8)
MCR MC r7

where aMC is the corrected value of a ,L~ RMS surface roughness, skin

MCR'
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(a)

(C)

(b)

Fig. 7. Methods of launching micros trip

(a) coax connector 16 (b) waveguide E-plane launcher 2

(c rilc 16  
2

(c) ripate(d) ridge guide

dB ~
r i r

0 3 L

(a) h=O0.79mr, E= 2.32

(b) h = 0.5 mmn, c = 10
5/

-, _________________tripicte

'a launcher

coax to
' / ricrostrip

conne ctor

0L0 ~.02 .04
h

Fil- 8. Corrputed launching power loss
for micros trip (5012)
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depth 6 -Rs Inspection of eqn (8) shows :iat -MC - MCR 2C and for
s C

typical 6 at millimetre wavelengths, the upper limit is reached for a very
minute degree of roughness. We are not aware of evidence that eqn (8)
accurately models the roughness loss at millimetres but recent measurements'
have established that eqn (8) is at least a useful indication.

3. LAUNCHER RADIATION LOSS

Several ways of launching waves onto microstrip are illustrated in Fig 7
and computed results for the launcher radiation loss n from a previous
analysis16 are given in Fig 8. The radiation loss from the triplate launcher
is of similari

7 
order but our recent measurements5 have shown that some

significant insertion losses and cross-polarisacion effects from the E-plane
launcher Fig 7 can occur at 90 GHz. lechanical tolerances contribute signifi-
cantly to these effects.

Little has been reported about transitions for insular guides and it would
appear that its connection to a conventional metal guide must involve some
form of horn launcher as sketched in Fig 9. Initial experiments showed that
the radiation loss for Ey launching was an order greater than that from micro-

11
strip launchers and somewhat insensitive to the horn flare angle which is
contrary to expectations. Experiments on image guide launchers19 report
similar high levels of radiation loss.

The chopped surface wave distribution method has Dreviously1 8 been used
to estimate launching radiation loss r on to an unbounded guide. We apply it
to the insular guide as follows:

P -PI horn 00 9)

PI

where PI is defined in eqn (6) and P~onis the portion of LI that flows in

the cro:s sectional region - d 5 x S d, 0 P< H interior to the horn mouth
Fig 9.

Plhorn = - Re Part f f [E F. * - P * dx dv (I0)
x--d y-O

If Ex, Ey, H and H eqn (10) are derived from the approximate Theory B eqn
x x y

'3) for the Ey mode then excellent launching efficiency is predicted as in
11

Fig 10 when the horn aperture height H tends to 5X In the calculation 2d
is made larger than H and the latter then controls n. ° If however the more
precise insular guide fields of Theory A eqn (1) and (2) are used to derive
Ex, E, H x and H eqn (10) then the results, also giver, in rig 10, show the
insensitivity ofTi to H as observed experimentally. Since Theor". A imposes
an upper ground plane above the insular guide, Fig 2, at y - h - b - 1, H
cannot exceed the latter boundary. An examination of the fields of Theory A
confirms the existence of fields in the vicinitv of the upper ground plane
as an integral part of the solution. In realitv these correspond to 'box'
type mod.; that are created when unbounded guides are snielded in. a box.
It is concluded that these 'box' modes e-xist ir. the horn aperture and are most
significant as H increases. The 'box' mooes are launched as radiation thus
maintaining Y at a higher level than that predicted by Theory B.
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suitable for circuit operation are not ideal for antenna applications and -'

vice versa; the dissipative losses differ also in the two cases. We
compare microstrip linear arrays with arrays composed of the lowest loss
dielectric structure, that is insular guide. In both cases L increases
linearly with the array length and computed loss curves for microstrip
and insular guide linear arrays are given in Figs 8 and 9 respectivLly.
It is evident that the low loss of insular guide is negated by the higher
launcher loss and for typical values of permittivity applicable to antenna "
applications, the insular guide does not show a loss advantage until the
length exceeds some 20 guide wavelengths. This also applies to the hybrid
antenna. However if the insular guide could be fed from a compatible
dielectric structure with insignificant loss a very low overall antenna
loss would be achieved.

CONCLUSIONS

When the above system loss comparison is compounded with the other factors
such as pattern control, cross polarisation, realisation of two-dimensional
array forms and corporate feeds etc, microstrip emerges as the best avail-
able technology at present, for the realisation of a wide variety of thin
conformal millimetric arrays up to 140 GHz, particularly for smaller arrays.
Manufacturing tolerances are a problem which, given large enough
production runs, are probably amenable to micro-fabrication techniques.
Dielectric structures do not appear to have advantageous properties overall
and are physically incompatible with conventional waveguide equipment.
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inverted strip [4], microstrip [51, H-guide [6", groove guide 7L' trough
guide E8], and a precision slotted metal waveguide linear array L9].
Parallel fed radiating elements invoke feeder difficulties and examples
are confined essentially to microstrip patch arrays [iOJ. Novel ways of
creating an electronic scanning facility use semiconductor implants [Li]
and artificial dielectric material [12] ,generally at the expense of side-
lobe level control and dissipation loss. A previous survey [131 concluded
that dielectric radiating structures gave inferior radiation pattern
control to antennas incorporating conducting radiating elements. For
instance dielectric radiating structures can generate high cross polarisa-
tion levels, cannot readily be developed into two dimensional arrays and
require bulky launchers to connect the array to conventional waveguide
equipment. For many military applications the bandwidth of all these
antenna types is adequate. It is concluded that the interest in dielectric
arrays has arisen mainly from consideration of the low intrinsic loss
dielectric guides in comparison to microstrip, and the most critical issue
at the present time reamins the question of loss and its origin.

ANTENNA LOSS AND ITS MINIMISATION

,Mcros r-ip Zoss - Microstrip is an important structure for conformal
antennas and a study into the dissipative loss mechanism and the
possibility of reducing the loss has been carried out. Loss measurements
in the region 75 - 11O GHz substantiate the order of computed data
corrected for surface roughness, Fig 3. Computations show that a round
conductor above a ground plane has about half the loss of a flat strip
but to apply this concept to microstrip would mean that its thin planar S
characteristics would be sacrificed. The use of foam substrates would
likewise reduce the loss but are not practical propositions at millimetre -'-

wavelengths.

Hybrid di lectrc-irrerostrip array - Thin printed elements have previous-
ly been incorporated in dielectric guides [3]. The hybrid antenna retains
the constructional advantages of a printed substrate but embodies an S
integ-al insular guide feeder, proximity coupled at a distance xo to the
resonant patch array, Fig 4. The coupling and radiation mechanism has
been analysed to yield a design process resulting in the radiation
pattern, Fig 5, at 90 GHz; good cross polarisation properties are
obtained and the insular guide feeder reduces the loss budget by about 3 dB.
Unlike microstrip arrays, the hybrid antenna requires particular launching
requirements to connect it to conventional waveguide and additional losses
can be acquired.

Laincher radiation losses - This cause of antenna loss is particularly
significant when the antenna structure is to be connected to a receiver
or transmitter having a different type of feeder. Analysis r14] and
measurements show that a microwave microstrip antenna has a launcher loss
of less than 0.2 dB when fed from a coaxial cable. At millimetre wave-
lengths other types of launchers are required, Fig 6, and the loss will be
somewhat higher depending on the manufacturing precision. In contrast
dielectric guide structures with horn launchers suffer large launcher
losses, typified by the computed result Fig 7.

COMPARISON OF ANTENNA SYSTEMS LOSS

Launcher radiation loss L1 and guide dissipative loss Lg are the major P
sources of loss in linear travelling wave arrays, Fig I. In some cases the
terminating load loss is a consideration. It is known that open guides . -'
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CONFORMAL PLANAR MILLIMETRE ARRAYS - A SYSTE.4S APPRAISAL

J R James*, A Henderson*, C M Hail* and G Andrasic*

ABSTRACT

The use of millimetric homing devices on small projectiles and missiles
will generate a requirement for large quantities of expendable thin
conformal antenna arrays. At microwaves, microstrip arrays play an import-
ant role in meeting conformal antenna requirements but at millimetres,
doubts have been expressed about their dissipative loss. A new type of
antenna, incorporating low loss dielectric feeder lines and metal patch
elements is presented here to illustrate the systems losses typically
incurred at millimetres and the loss mechanisms involved. Detailed
measurements and analytical results have been carried out and its per-
formance compared with other antenna types. Finally, an overall system
appraisal of low profile millimetre antennas is made, involving aspects
such as radiation pattern control and loss. It is concluded that the use
of microstrip continues to be advantageous for small millimetric arrays
when launcher losses and circuit compatibility are taken into account.

INTRODUCTION

Where space, weight and manufacturing tolerances are not critically
constrained, conventional horn and reflector antennas can be appropriately
scaled down in size from microwave designs. Military requirements have
led to the development of new types of antennas and arrays to provide
electronic scanning facilities on small vehicles such as projectiles,at
low cost. The 'integrated circuit' antenna concept FI1 offers signal
processing facilities but requires depth to accommodate the lens
assemblies. On very small vehicles, thin conformal arrays with perhaps
only limited scanning facilities, are demanded. There is now a multitude
of thin conformal arrays composed mainly of microstrip dielectric lines
reported in the literature, all with different advantages and
disadvantages. In this present paper some new results are described
which together with existing data enable a much clearer systems appraisal
to be made of the various types of conformal planar millimetric array
designs now available.

ANTENNA TYPES

Conformal millimetric arrays for use on small projectiles, for example,
are thin 'stick-on' type structures, preferably with a single feed point
for ease of mounting on the host vehicle. For two-dimensional arrays
some form of corporate feed is needed and to avoid feeder problems the
types most commonly addressed to date have the general construction as
sketched in Fig I. Most attention ha Been focussed on creating novel
linear travelling wave arrays from low-cost open millimetric guides
where the radiating elements are generally discrete or continuous
discontinuities in the guide along its length. Typical examples of novel
linear array designs utilise image guide [2], Fig 2, insular guide [3],

*Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Royal Military

College of Science, Shrivenham, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN6 8LA.
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7.3. Futitons used in eqn (11)

JE) k -KY,

where (E, H) are plane wave empansions for region Y1 and regiorn Y, Fig 2.

2 K2 2 2
K x K.= k C y

0 S K x Ky2 5 k for radiation

j=1 0<5y h

=2 h fy b;-ax a

p vPand P rare functions of integrais representinE power flow terns. (

is the plane wave amplitude spectru=.
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7. APPE\DIX

7. 1. Functions used in. eqn )

cos (kvimy), for Y
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7.2. Functions used in eqn (2)
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solution appears to lie in the technology of fully integrating the antenna
feeder with the rest of the equipment.
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sections show how this different action is brought about by the change in
conductor loss.

When the antenna feeder curves in Fig i 2 a and b are cormared it is seen O
that microstrip (c = 2.32 and 3.S ) and insular guide (-t, = 1O) have comparable
losses (L - L1 ) for 21 -< N. 5 23 depending on the launcing horn height, where-
as a compirison of the sane microstrip cases with insular guide having c = 3.8
shows that comparable losses ocrur for 3 -< N, f 4.5. However, it is known"
that dielectric structures require a high permictivity and the radiation
released gradually over many waveiengths to achieve control of the radiating
elements, comparable to that of nicrostrip antennas. On this basis microstrip
is seen to be advantageous for N. < 25. Another point to consider is that
:/k differs for icrostriD and i7isular guide and for a given physical length of
aperture the insular guide feeder "will have a larger N, thus increasing L
and raising the breakeven point tc beyond N = 25. g

If we now ass-m that each feeder structure is ully integrated with the
receiver and/or transmitter circuit there will be no launcher loss (L I - 0)
and insular guide becomes the lover loss feeder for all N as shown in Fig 13,
where the additional loss due to the antenna terminal load Lt is also included.

The additional loss L c depends on -he actual antenna design and is typically
0.5dB for microstrip- at N, \ 15. No data is available for insular guide but
previous2t experimental work indiates that N. > 20 would be required to reduce
L to 0.5dB. This is plotted as a single point in Fig 13. In making the
con.arisons in Fig 13 it is assured that it has been possible to construct a
lossless transition from tightly roupied microstrip (insular guide) in the

receiver/transmitter circuits to the loosely coupled microstrip (insular guide)
in the antenna. Such transitions are likely to require long tapering sections.
Furthermore we have made reference to insular guide circuits knowing that such
arrangements are very state-o-:-e-ar-_ and have ye: to be developed.

5. CONCLUSIONS

loss mechanisms L , L and L_ associated with microstrip and insular

guide travelling wave Rrrav feede.=s have been identified and analytical results
derived for L and L • Present day =illimetre wave equipment makes predominant
use of conventional Aetal waveguide and this investigation has established
(Fig 12a and b) that for linear antennas of length about 20 guide wavelengths

having similar radiation pattern control, the two types of antenna structures
have comparable system losses. 1he pretise break even point depends on many
factors such as the extent to which a larger horn can be used in low profile
applications, whether the antenna is resonant or travelling wave, the dielectric
material used, and other constraints on the antenna specification. A signifi-
cant reduction in launcher loss is thus needed to make dielectric structures
competitive and this can in principle be brought about by complete integration

of the antenna with a similar feed guide in the transmitting or receiving
equipment. A gradual transition ezeen the tightly bound fields in the circuit
region and loosely bound fields in the antenna region is a requisite. In this

situation insul,-r guide has a distinct advantage over microstrip (Fig 13) but
this result prEumes that a technciogy for insular guide receiver/transmitter

circuits exists or is forth comint. In the meantime it may be practical to
seek other more compatible launc:ers for insular guide based on microstrip
(Table 1) which can itself be conneczed to metal waveguides without excessive
launcher loss. In conclusion it is seen that the electrical compatibility of
these types of antenna feeders witn ti e field guiding structures to which they
are connected have a dominant effect on the antenna system loss and the optimum
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L -computed line loss oN, or L,

L! - typical lodloss A

(d B) (assessed)

L 
--p//Lg+L

0 10 20
NX

Fig. 13. Svstem loss comparison of microstrip and insular guide (E mode)
antenna feeder loss for optimal integration - L:lus no launcher is required.

(a) microstrip :h =0.03', c - 3.8, tan 6 - 0.0001, 5U.,
(b) insular guide. a 0.10A 1.58,b: h 0.242b, C1  2.32, c2  10,

tan 6 -00001, tan& =,-0.001
(c) insular guide: a =0.26X l15b, h Z 0.242b, c =2.32, c, 3.8,

tan =1 0 .00I tar .E, 0.00011

640 'irh

ZnM and c eare the impedance and effective relative permittivity of the microstrip
line. For antennas and their feeder lines on the same substrate the line fields
need to be loosely coupled and must be small provided

< (14)

o 4.(c )
r

*whe2re the condi tion2 4 ensures that excessive substrate surface waves are not
generated. The launcher loss for both types of conditions is based on typical
results (Table 1) for ridge waveguide launchers. A similar situation is given

in Fig 12b for types of insular guide (k oe aigtgt( approaching

E: i) and loosel ( <<,!) bound fields applicable to circuit and antenna

a pilications respectively. The transition is a rectangular guide to horn
launcner and two horn heights H are considered in Fig 12b. It is interesting

tnote that tigh~ter field binding corresponds to a slightly decreased L for
insular guide whnereas for microstrip it brings about a significant incfease
in L. Consideration of the loss mechanism and field plots from previous
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12 a 4

laa

3[ lb

l b Lg+Lj
id B)/

2 - 2b/i>2b

ANTNNA ANTENNAS 3
3b

2b

0 10 . .o 10 20 0 10 20
NX NX

Fig 1-2a. Microstrip system losses Fig- 12b. Insular guide (EyJ mode)
(501-. line) at 90 GHz for circui: and system loss at 90 GHz for circuit
antenna feeder applications, and antenna feeder applications.

N~length in guide wavelengths N =length in guide wavelengths
Lg computed line loss -a LN L =conmuted line loss= N

Ll-associated ridge waveg unae iau.-cner L = associated computed horn"'Laucner
loss (from exoerimental data) loss (two horn sizes are given in

each case, curve (a) H < A~ and
]a h -0.017X) 0 i C= 2.32 curve Wb H - 5X 0

lb h = 0.041). tan 6 - 0.001
0

1. a = 0.14X , 2. a -0.25X
2 a h -0.09A Ct .8
2b h =0.032X a )000 1.58, h 0.242b, c 1  2.32,

0 C9 10, tan 6 =0.001,

3a h 0.005A c 10
3b h 0.02 X) tan 6 =0.001ta , 0.0

L 0.005 mm3. a -0.26X , 4. a - 0.45k
a - 1.58b, h - 0.242b, c1 2.32

a2  3.8, can 6, 0.001,

tand 6,.0.0001

=0.OO0imn
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the insular guide and aperture susceptance respectively. r is the reflection

coefficient for the Ey mode in the apertufe asstuning the horn taper is v,.ry
gradual and Yis the wave admittance in the horn mo~uth, the latter region,.-*
denoted by A. The remaining terms are defined in appendix section 7.3. Taking
the near field storage term B as a small effect:

C
•r % r (I - Ir2 )  

(12)
(C r+ G )rs

A simple choice of trial field such as

E Ay =  
-a <x <a, 0 :- v 5 h + b

0,otherwise

gave values of n in excess of the chopped result based on Theory A Fig 10.
When the fields of Theory A eqn (1) and (2) are substituted for the trial field,
the results for n are similar to those of the chopped method based on Theory A,
Fig 10 showing somewhat less radiation loss. Fig 11 gives a comparison with
dimension a the parameter. Thus with a more realistic trial field the r, results
of the variational analysis are of similar order and edibit the same behaviour
as the chopped distribution method. The variational theory has therefore given
confidence to the results obtained by the simpler chopped distribution method
based on Theory A but adds no new information. There is dearth of experimental
results in the literature and in Table I we present some relevant data by others
together with our measurements, the la:ter substantiating the order of radiation
loss for microstrip and insular guide laumchers. The microstrip to insular guide
launcher loss Table I is a useful result suggesting that the transition fields
are more compatible than those of the wavegide to insular guide transition.

4. ANfTENNA SYSTEM LOSS COMPARISONS

The sources of unwanted power loss associated with an antenna feeder are
compounded and referred to as the system loss. An operating frequency of 90 GHz
is selected since it lies in a band of considerable current interest. Launcher
loss L,, loss along the guide length L ( X , or ai9I) and the terminal loss
L on a travelling wave antenna feeder are "tre constituents of system loss
considered here. For a resonant antenna array there is no terminal load thus
Lt . 0 but additional losses of this magnitude arise because of resonator
action2 . L gives a good approximation to the loss of a long linear antenna
where the mfcrostrip or the dielectric guide acts as a travelling wave feeder
with the radiating elements adjacent to the line or actually embedded in it as . -

discontinuities". Two dimensional millimetre wave arrays comprised of travelling
wave linear arrays appear to present particular problems concerning the realisa-
bility of a viable corporate feed system as used at microwave! ' and are not
considered here. It should be noted that the reduction of feeder loss by
parallel feeding each radiating element has been considered impractical at
millimetre wavelengths and thus omi tted from this investigation.

Fig 12a gives the laumcher and the line loss associated with lengths of
microstrip for both circuit applications and linear antenna arrays. The transi-
tion is from rectangular waveguide to micros:rip. The distinction previously 2 s
pointed out is that for circuit applications the fields must be tightly bound -
and must be made large where
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dB '

20Wr

r75Lx

f a =1.58b, h =0.242b,

a/x,0=.12 0= ~ 23

1507-1theory A

---------------------- ------------ theorv B

(ii) C~ 3.8

__ .26

(H-b-h)/ X,

Fig. 10. Horn launiching loss
(Chopped surface wave method)

a =1.8

dB ~*h - 0.242b

3-5Q. =2.32

10

2- H
2- 0

25Choppe d (the ory A)
1- - - - .-.- Variarional

001a .2 .3

Fig. 11. horn~ launiig loss
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fain gusoe
wavegutoe

SubSt rate

Fig. 9. Horn launcher connecting rectangular metal waveguide to insular guide.
The substrate enters horn upto dielectric tapered section; I1 and12
are several insular guide wavelengths.

A more accurate analysis of the horn launcher has been carried out using
the variational method previouslv used16 on iicrostrip transitions. For insular
guide launching the method is cormutationally involved and requires several
simplifying assumptions. As in the chopped surface wave distribution method
the tapered region of the horn cannot be taken into account and is assumed to be
a gradual transition. The horn aperture field for z < 0 is taken as that of. -

Theory A eqn ( 1) and (2) which Dresames that 2d >> H. The insular guide fields
for z > 0 are derived from Theory B eqn (3) and denoted by (E,~) The
radiation field for z > 0 is represented by the continuous eigenvalue spectrum
and denoted by (;r' !r ) appendix section 7.3.

The variational method requires an estimate of the field in the xy plane
at z - 0 and this is referred to as the trial field EA On relating the discrete
and continuous mode spectrums to EA and assertin g continuity of the fields in
the trial field plane we obtain:

Y (- =G +G + jB

kT7 ~I (a. tAx ~rdA)
pf k (z A x

G P
s F -

(z x sdA)
o s A

where G rl G and B are the radiation conductance, conductance load presented by
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SUBSTRATE METAL.

Fi- 1: General form of millimetre Fig 2: Image guide linear
planar linear array. (1) Launcher array consisting of
(2) Array of elements (3) Load holes drilled into a
(4) Input ground plane [2I-

I I I Open - Ended Waveguide
- 0.2Mode Launcher

02

ax 0

------------
x x~

Nicrostr~p Substrate Con

75 60 90 OtI
Frequency lGHz)

Fig, 3: Microstrip loss at millimetres Fig 4: Hybrid microstrip
xxx measured array

Scontouted loss without
roughness

fcomputed loss without

dB

090

-5. Fig 5: Radiation pattern
of hybrid array,

.90 Fig 4, measured at
-tO 90 GHz

... cross-polar

-15

-20

-0 -60 -30 0 230 -60 -90
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I b

Fig 6: Launchers for microstrip applications,
(a) Ridge (b) E-plane (c) Back-fed probe.

Horn

ICIRCU IS

/0 12 Lg .
Ida) I lb

OSO 'A -2

0.18 \ ANTENNAS

267. 0 1 0 20

Fig 7: Calculated radiation Fig 8: Microstrip svstems
loss of horn/insular loss at 90 GHz for
guide launcher, circuit and antenna

applications (50 ohm lines)
(1) Plastic (a) h=0.017X0
(b) h=0.041)10
(2) Quartz (a) h0.009X
(b) h=0.032X0

3 (3) Ceramic (a) h=0.O05X
(b) h-0.02X 0

2 Fig 9: Insular guide systems

-J loss at 90 Gliz. c -2.32
Horn (a) H- 0  m

ANTENNAS Horn (b) Hn- 5X~

3b (1) h=0.OI7Xo, E2=10.0
0

(2) h-0.*25 O C, £10.0
(3) h-0. 26X.O C2-3.8 .

a-1.58b, h-0.24b

o b is the thickness of the
0 10 N 20 guide c,.
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Appendix 8.2

Dielectric Corporate Feeds For Arrays
Employing Dielectric Waveguides
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8.2 DIELECTRIC CORPORATE FEEDS FOR FOR ARRAYS EMPLOYING
DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES

As we already possess a design for an effective linear insular
guide array, we considered it appropriate that we try to connect
several together, in parallel, with some form of corporate feed

" -using a compatible transmission media. Prior to the experimental
work, note was taken of the capabilities of power dividers in
planar optical guides and a brief review now follows.

. 8.2.1 A SHORT REVIEW OF POWER DIVISION AND SPREADING IN PLANAR
OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

' Multiway power splitting has already been carried out at optical
wavelengths using buried and etched surface waveguides where a
difference of about 1% between the refractive index of the guide
and that of the surrounding media is regarded as substantial.
Optical power dividers are diverse and are listed below.

(a) Branch line couplers Figure 1 (a)
(b) Split-tree type couplers - Y Junction Figure I (b)
(c) Directional couplers Figure 1 (c, d, e, f)
(d) Tapers Figure 1 (g, h)
(e) Combined Taper and Y-junction Figure 1 (i)

- Branch type couplers have a coupling ratio dependent upon the
branch angle a see Figure 1 (a). Branch couplers with 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 degree branch angles have been constructed and require a
shallow branch angle of about 2 degrees to achieve an equal power
split. Typically, the optical guide width is 75 jIm which requires
the length of branch guide in contact to be 2149 pm. Assuming a
wavelength of less than 0.7 Wm, this is greater than 3000
wavelengths long. Y-junction couplers used mainly for coupling
optical fibres also require shallow branch angles and exhibit
increasing losses and mode selectivity with increasing branch
angle, Figure 1 (b).

A similar power splitting action has been achieved with a
3-waveguide directional coupler, Figure 1 (c). If the coupling
length L is made L = t//77( t = length for complete coupling from
one guide to another) then an equal power split can be achieved.

* This is the synchronous condition where the propagation constants
* of all three guides must be equal and it is very sensitive to

tolerances. Both the guide dimensions and the gap width between
individual guides must be closely controlled. Power combination
cannot be achieved unless both inputs have equal phase. The same

" synchronous condition requires tight control of cross-section and
. separation distance for the 2 guide directional coupler of Figure 1
- (d) and requires coupling lengths in the range 100 to 10,000 guide

°-
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wavelengths in optical guides. Small differences in the
*" propagation constants of the coupled guides can seriously degrade

performance and can be avoided at the expense of increased
* complexity, by using a tapered coupling region, as in Figure 1 (e).

Coupling is no longer synchronous but total energy coupling can be
achieved with less stringent tolerance requirements. This
technique has been applied to successive power divisions between a
large number of guides as in Figure 1 (f) and again requires a

*" total length of many hundreds of wavelengths.

The previous cases have dealt with power division, but a similar
case is that of power spreading from a linear guide to a planar or
slab guide, for example. Here, adequate power spreading requires a
long transition region. Analysis has shown that a 90% coupling

* efficiency can be achieved between a 50w m wide planar guide and a
3 Lun wide linear guide with a transition region of length 2 mm.
This corresponds to a transition length of over 2800 wavelengths
(Xg<0.7 wn), see Figure 1 (g). Coupling between two guides of
different propagation constants (or refractive indices, T ) can be
achieved by providing an intermediate value of r, as shown in
Figure 1 (h). Again, high coupling efficiencies require a long and
very gentle transition.

The final class of optical power dividers covered combines both a
linear to planar, tapered, transition and a Y-junction from the

. planar guide to two linear guides, see Figure 1 (i). Between the
* transition region and the fork region, there is a wide slab guide
" of uniform width. Two sources of loss are apparent,

(1) mode mismatch between the guided modes in the uniform
guide and the fork waveguide modes and,
(2) loss associated with the directional changes between the
wide waveguide and the forked guides. This loss can be
minimized as there is an optimum fork angle which minimizes
directional change loss. This structure has been analysed and
no practical results are known of, but from the foregoing
results such a structure would require both a very long
transition region of many hundreds of wavelengths and very
shallow initial fork angles. The case of more than two output
guides has not been analysed, but would require an even longer
transition region in order to achieve a uniform power
distribution across the wide face of the transition region.

In contrast more abrupt changes of direction have been achieved
using dielectric image lines in the 20 to 26 GHz frequency range
using metallic reflectors at right-angle bends, Tee-junctions
and Y-junctions. Once the rough position for the location of
the reflector on a right-angle bend has been found, it's
position is not critical when aiming for minimum bending loss,
see Figure 1 (j). The insertion loss for single-mode operation "
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I

was measured at 2.22 -3.22 dB compared to 2.43 -2.92 dB for
multi-mode operation. The Tee-junction of Figure 1 (k) exhibited
an insertion loss of 4.26 dB and an isolation of 8.5 dB for 3 dB
power division. This isolation was increased to 20 dB in the
Y-junction of Figure 1 (1) and the insertion loss was little
different at 4.22 dB. Smaller branch angles were considered to
reduce the insertion loss which was mainly due to radiation as the
measured reflection losses were everywhere less than -10 dB. This
is an important result showing that compactness in wavelengths is-
obtained only at the expense of a significant loss.

I
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() (~) Transition region

Linear guide

(b) Ptanar guide

Transition region Uniform region
c) L-j_______

Linear guide Forked region

Fig 1: Schematic representations of
various power splitting and spreading
structures
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8.2.2 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON DIELECTRIC CORPORATE
FEEDS FOR A TWO-DIMENSIONAL INSULAR GUIDE ARRAY

Dielectric feeds were designed to feed a 40 x 10 element
two-dimensional array. Taking into account individual array losses
and launcher losses the expected gain was 27 dBi at 90 GHz assuming
no radiative or dissipative losses in the corporate feed region. "'"
Experiments were carried out on the following structures.

(1) Measured gain was 13 dBi -

compared to expected gain of 27 dBi
leading to an estimated efficiency
of 4%. Povr in input guide did
not spread to outer guides but

continued on into central guide in
array. Disconnecting the two outer
guides at the main junction caused
a 1 dB increase in gain.

(2) With the horn section height
twice that of the input and array

guides, feed radiation dominated
and there was no discernable beam.
Feed loss was estimated to be about
27 dB and the efficiency of the

feed less than 1%. The horn length
was about 10 guide-wavelengths.

(3) The horn section dimensions
were similar to feed 2 (above).
The horn section height was reduced
to that of the array guides and the --

horn was cut into a series of
tapers in an attempt to force power
into the array guides.

A beam was discernable with a gain
of 8 dBi. Feed loss was estimated
to be about 17 dB and the feed
efficiency about 2%.

(4) The short horn section of
about 3 guide wavelengths in length
did not allow adequate spreading of .

the input power and most of the
power coupled to the central guide.

Before the sides of the horn
section were trimmed lack of phase
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control caused multiple beams with
a spread of about 10 degrees and a
maximum gain of 10 dBi. Trimming
of the sides of the horn section
concentrated power into central
guide and gain was measured at 9
dBi. Feed losses were estimated to
be about 18 dB and efficiency about
1.6%.

NOTE: It was found, experimentally, that the butt joints used to
join sections of the insular guide together were responsible for a
radiation loss of between 3 and 4 dBs per joint.

p
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Millimetre-wave hybrid
dielectric- microstrip antenna array
Prof. J.R James. B Sc. Ph.D .D.Sc, F.I.M.A. C.Eng . F.IE.RE., F.I.E.E.,

G. John, B.Sc., M Sc., Ph.D. .and C.M. Hall. B.Sc.

4.ecl I The ne- rp i, 1 1 d IMt guides as a repiacrient lor micrtisirip liles in linear microstrip
ii iiiii~i~i-ii~ii~itii.l, ed ine he aiiina~. l(-i~m~m his hilc retainin e inani o(f the aicracti,,e

ma n ,a I r~nv and ,rrar.. ial adlalsiage% Ofi priniem i rrams Ii', h snnd microstip-dicle' iric array lakes the
ro~iii Ii .,n -ui1 guide o hidi thr ini~rm srip eierrrnii re io Ise cciipled Precise field represeniaiions for (he

nu I. u d e crihie .ie'itt ,lta liii 'Jam tpai mi)sse and element coupling to be analysed. principally for the-

E. aid I. .iisua guide rities F ,r ense: of manisfaoure and good coupling control. the microsirip elemenis
ake the ftum ofl troinru mil iotsed resonant patch antennas, and measuremenis at both mililimeire wavelengths

andrt' itiicrmS'aeg i aed mideis subtsantiate anaiicral results throughout .A 'O-clemeni travelling-wave

h ri ar- is desi ned ill-i rting the 'eductiiin in dissipatise losses. ihe sensitiv-ity to dimensional tolerances
and ihe I"M pat ibiliv if lihe hiird antenna concept with diecinc. as opposed to conventional metal, wave-
guide ltarisflief icceiset circicls

List of principal symbols ZO = wave impedance in free space
)(I = attenuation constant in microstrip and

a = half guide widlh of insular guide insular guide. respectively
b = thickness of dielectric in insular guide = insular guide phase constant

)'=frequency of resonance =skin depth
h = thickness of substrate in insular guide and = Kronecker delta

tnicrostrip tan (i =loss tangent
k = free-space wave number 2nt tan -3f effective loss tangent (all the losses

k~,, k.,.k,,.. k cy = wave numbers (in Y-directionl for combined)
the modes in insular guide with I = I ' 2. 3 , =i, relative permittivities

k-,, kur- k-.k, wave numbers (in .5-direction) for the = effective relative permittivity
modes in insular guide ;, .a wavelengths in free space. microstrip and

I =length of microstrip patch insular guide. respectively
is =Width of microstrip patch =l sinusoidal functions of v

separation of patch from the insular guide o= free-space permeability .and permittivity
C =percentage of insular guide power coupled A =RMS surface roughness

to narrow microstrip line w= angular frequency -27tf

C, percentage of insular guide power coupled
to radiation in patch

Cr = percentage of insular guide power coupled 1 Introduction
to patch

E,. H, = transverse fields of incident wave for At microwave fr,!quencies. microstrip antennas [1] have
narrow line coupling outstanding constructional and cost advantages which, for

E,, H, = transverse fields of coupled wave for many applications, outweigh their disadvantages, such as
narrow line coupling the intrinsic dissipative loss of the microstrip lines, Cross-

E, H, =. fields in insular guide polarisation effects [2] and unwanted radiation [3] from
Ell H, = fields in substrate input connections and transitions. The choice [4] of the
E- E modes in insular guide v ih ni and n posi- substrate thickness h and relative permittivity E, is impor-

tive integers tant because it enables a tradeoff to be obtained between
J= fictitious currents the main performance parameters. such as antenna effi-

K,.....= power coupled tojth microstrip patch liency, bandwidth, cross pola risa tion and array sidelobe
liN iV= number of modes used in TE- and TM- levels.

solutions to solve for ft In principle it is possible to scale down in size a micro-
P, . P , power loss in patch due to losses of con- wave microstrip antenna for operation at millimetre wave-

ductor. dielectric and radiation. respec- lengths. and exa.mples have been previously described [5].
tnixel An obvious difficulty concerns the mechanical and electri-

P,=power radiated by jth microstrip patch cal tolerances of the substrate and copper conductors, but
P,= power coupled to mierostrip line the microstrip-line loss increases with frequency and is-

P.= total power flow in insular guide seen as a major limitation for millimetre-wave arrays.-- --

P"=power absorbed in load termination requiring long microstrip feeders. Smaller arrays of micro-
Q- Qa- QR = 0-factors; related to patch conductor, strip radiating elements having shorter feeder lengths do

dielectric and radiation losses, respectively not, therefore, suffer such losses to the same extent and are
7,, = transverse wave impedance in viable propositions at millimetre wavelengths. Thus, there

microstrip Ep.c ,)i is a need to devise a lower-loss feeder for large microstrip
arrays while retaining as many of the advantages associ-

Paper 14101-1 irthli ins ed 22nd ienruari and in rei-ndornt 25th Mayi f9 ated Nvith the printed planar antenna concept as possible.
The awu- irae oarS the Deerinent ofi Elenrrcal & Elentronic Engineering. Royal To satisfy the latter requirement, the feeder should be com-
Wiis ( llefe ifi 5cice. shrimcirsan Sindrin Sisti t.A. England patible with the substrate requirements [41 dictated by the

11.1. PROCELDI ) , 1 t .I1 141. Pt If. Vi 6 Dt.(i) '14BIR /984 341
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microstrp radiating elements. The purpose of this paper is where [8], sand for the mode-matching method [he fields in

to describe one way of creating lower-loss feeders using the v-direction for !xl - are oI the form

rectangular dielectric guides. The dielectric guide is bonded ' ..- "I

on to the substrate, the latter accommodating a conven- E,, cos (k ,, .

tional array of microstrip radiating elements that can be 'I'' costk,,a , - .

manufactured as a separate printed subassembly. From an , st i,, '.

electrical standpoint this hybrid dielectric microstrip struc- H, (k, f) -B1

ture has distinct advantages: the feeder is an insular dielec. ' sin (k,. l (

tric waveguide which possesses very low transmission loss where 13 is the phase constant of the wave transmitted
[6. 14], while the microstrip radiating elements ensure along the insular guide and the term exp If-I: is omitted
better control [7] of the radiation pattern than that ineqns 1 and 2 ,,#I it and a VI ire functions of and are
obtainable if discontinuities were created in the dielectric given in AppendiX 7 1 for different sections of the guide in
feeder itself [I 5]. Mechanically the new structure is more the -direction. For the region [.x > a. the y-directed fields
complicated than a microstrip antenna, particularly with are
regard to the coupling mechanism between the feeder and
microstrip elements. The coupling process is thus an 5 IyI
important aspect, and is analysed in Section 2 together E =, + /1) exp [-k, -- a)] C.

with the dissipative and radiative losses of a microstrip (2l

element. The design and construction of a linear travelling- H, ' -k ep"H = 2k, + flexp[-k'_lx - a)]cPmvO
wave antenna, based on analytical results, is dealt with in 'Y
Section 3. Measurements support the investigation
throughout. and the performance and potential of this new Similar representations are obtained for the other Carte-

type of antenna are critically assessed in Section 4 and sian field components in other regions around the insular

conclusions are given. Some supporting mathematical guide. A., B. C.. D, are unknown coefficients obtained

detail is located in the Appendix. from the solution of a matrix equation generated by invok-
ing the boundary conditions at the various guide surfaces.
and M..V. N and N' are made large enough to achieve

2 Analysis of coupling and radiation satisfactory convergence of [I and the resulting fields. Some

2.1 Insular guide fields further relationships between the functions in eqns. I and 2

The feeder arrangement described is illustrated in Fig. I. are given in Appendix 7. 1.

showing the rectangular dielectric slab of width 2u and Computed 13 results for the first four insular guide
modes are given in Fig. 2 and field plots in Fig. 3. The

1, m nular guoe
Za 30-

~ v.,5J - '2 5. .

Ca ..- rnmc rostr-p 20

Fig. 1 Insular quie seeder ior ,arro. mt ros'rip sines E ,
height mounted on a substrate of height h. The substrate
is backed by a conducting ground plane on the underside:
s, and c,, are the relative permittivities of the substrate
and slab. respectively, and if c2 > e, the composite struc- E '

ture behaves as an insular dielectric waveguide. Also
shown in Fie I are microstrip lines of width iv placed
normal to the insular guide axis at a distance x0 . We wish :0-------------------..
to carnine the coupling to the microstrip line under the 0 01 02 03.

general condition that the line either protrudes under the
dielectric slab Is, < ca) or does not contact the later Fig. 2 (onptlfed mode ,hart far insular guide using mode-mtchingq

I ,, a. In this Section the field representations and trans- e , .. , -"

mission characteristics of the insular guide are considered
under the constraints imposed by available materials. The latter are very sensitive to any source of inaccuracy, and
microstrip substrate was Duroid 5870 with :,,, = 2.3. and some discontinuity in the field behaviour is apparent at the
cthe dteiectric slab was Duroid 6010 with E, = 10. The slab vertical wall of the slab due to a degree of incompleteness
%as machined to size and bonded to the substrate with inherent in the mode-matching process [8].
csanoacrylate adhesive. Extensive calculations are The total insular guide loss due to dielectric and ground
demanded to quantify the radiation characteristics of the plane conductor losses has been previously calculated [8]
hybrid antenna, and the insular guide fields iE,. Hil are using the mode-matching fields and the perturbation
obtained by a mode-matching method [8] rather than h , approach A typical computed result for both the E', - and
relinw. cntirel on the vell known simpler. but less accu- E, -modes is shown in F !. 4. together with a computed
rate. ctTective dielectric constant method [9] We have result for a microstrip line. Conventional mode nomencla-

described and compared both these latter methods else- lure is used here. whereby EPq represents a modal E,-field

ILE PRO C E DI/(r, I.t .1 N ' H, (s 6. D.E L %IHER 1984
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with p and q power concentrations in the x- and v- 22 Coupling to narrow microstrip lines 3
directions, respectively. The microstnp loss includes an The degree of coupling obtainable when a narrow line is in
empirical correction for surface roughness (8]. where the proximit of the insular guide feeder of Fig. I is of
A= RMS roughness. Measurements to date indicate a interest As a coupling element in both microstrip circuit

and antenna applications. Microstrip circuits andtor
antennas can. in principle, be attached to the narrow

., . . ! microstrip line if a sufficient range of coupling levels can be
S,.acuisced in a controlled manner. The rlicrostrip line of

width t% is assumed to be matched and be deployed as in
_____,._______""_...... __ F-i. I either within or exterior to the insular guide struc-

________.... .. . . . .". . . t ture. although from a manufacturing standpoint deploy-
SEment under the dielectric ilab is a complication. The

power P, coupled to the microstrip line is calculated using

to coupling between unbounded structures:

. *'+ -I. R e I dA Ee E, e d (3)

E EX Re -real part and .4 is the transverse aperture where theFg 3r incident wave with transverse fields (E1, HI) generates the
Fig. 3 Fld p i,, iagn hr tour mided i ihe by ilar quit coupled wave with transverse fields (E,. H,). We approx-

l micd ,ircnon .mndi m.gniiutuc a od~caied by ar ,s imate by taking .4 as the transverse rectangular section of

dimension h x w. situated in the substrate at the input endsomewhat higher loss for mcrostrip (ci = 2.31 of about of the microstrip line of Fig. I. (E,, H,) are the components S0. 13 dB ;, at 90 GHz. where .. = m crostrip wavelength . of E,, H i transverse to aperture A and (E,, H ) is the quasi-- "•
Measurements on insular guide substantiate the order of • ectrseret a e AnE.) i the qusi-transverse electromagnetic wave ITEMI in the microstrip
the computed loss. but have reduced accuracy due to radi- line. Thus, on normalisig the TEM-field to unity, E, =
ation from transitions and the low level of loss being mea- and Tu transverse wave impedance in microstrip
sured The curves of Fig. 4 readily indicate the order of
reduction in feeder loss that is offered by the hybrid sta'n o -i;,. i liwere i n e uti teltiv ie dilc r c
dielectric-microstrip antenna concept. and for E, in eqn. 1, for ubo i i< u

Z. j- W 4- 
2  

Cos fk.), ,O Ik~ ~ x - 1i~ 1 .
P Z, = 1 " . c... ., cos lk,,,l

co 4t,(/1' . k2,) sin IA., l ens (k,_ .j -

Zliw -LX, -. k,I, cos k )a) j

C=IP, P')l 100'.
where C is the percentage of insular guide incident power

o T P,. coupled to the microsirip line. For xoj > a. P, is p
I obtained from eqns. 2 and 3. P, is obtained by integrating

0 - .. the Pinting vector of the guide fields leqns. I and 2 and
-
- "related equations) over the guide cross-section. Computed

• ..- !'"results iFig. 5) for eqn. 4 give the variation of coupling
-.- with x. A monotonic decay occurs when the coupling

0-- aperture A is moved progressively further away from the
o i ..- region of field concentration, which, for EY I, is at x = 0.

The EI- and El -modes. with, respectively, two and three
-. . power concentrations across the slab width, show corre-

sponding peaks in the coupling curves in Fig. 5 for increas-
0 05 E2, itg x,. The E,,-mode also has two power concentrations.

but. having orthogonal polarisation. does not couple as
effectivel. The results are seen to be discontinuous at
t ,= a due to the approximate fields used, which are.
however, sufficient to illustrate the general behaviour and
the order of coupling which falls to a very low value for
lo > a. For strips wider than 0.1;., . one might expect the
periodic nature of the insular guide field in the :-direction
to affect the coupling, and this is evident in Fig. 6. From
eqn. 4 it is seen that when fiiv = 0, 2n. 4t. etc. the coupling, -d _ i s zero. and for the El -case computed this occurs at

10 20 50 o o0w 20= 0.45. 0.9 etc. In practice, such wide strips would
,rtaeicy. GHz cause excessive perturbation of the insular guide fields if

Fig 4 1.,,.... n mi r,irip hnre and ,suidar qutde < ai.
*ii. l lt n t ere lt irjnl'l~ivi)nfl line

10 1e' .1 .l = .0115 m, , .rtl-VO 101, 2 3 Coupling to rectangular microstrip patch antenna~~~ , , -1 0,001I, .5' -:i', = 01 1 , )r< mm

1,0_ . .1 4 .) IA,.,. r g.1,d, The ahose computations show that only low coupling
i.. , - .01 - a - lesels are possible for narrow lines unless located under the

Ikf t H IY f ,; 1 01 P! 11, %,, Of I) %\Bt R 'a343 . . -
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dielectric slab. The coupling becomes significant for large allow the patch to radiate the coupled power strongly.
strip widths. buc then the microstrip line is too wide for Unlike the narrow line case, the insular guide fields can
conventional feeder applications where the purpose would now generate fields in both the x- and Y-directions in the

/7 Operture t

2a <

EY -

/ aPerture 2

'E~ Fig. 7 Insular quide leede' for mrnirstrtp patch resonator antenna

microstrip patch. To analyse the coupling, fictitious cur-
rents J are assumed to exist in apertures on two of the

2- E;,E vertical sides of the microstrip resonator to accommodate
/EY~/' E I the various excitation polarisations. where

010 0 . . aperture I x = x0 , 0 t y <_ h, 0 ~:~w)
uolIa aperture 2 (x _<x <x.+ 1,0 <_y < h, z=0) (5)

Fig. 5 Percentiure of psoer C coupled to a narror. mwrostrip line from The microstrip patch electric field Es in the substrate then
nsular quide as a lunction oJ separatiton xfrom the guide satisfies (see Reference 1, p. 96)

0 I 
25

,_ b - 0.633.. h - 0153.. ,,, - 2.A 10 t. -. Sc. 4 -2.01c=m

(Y' + k)E =jop J - I W VJ (6)

24 where J is defined by the insular guide magnetic field in24r the aperture thus: J = h x H,, and it is the unit vector
31 normal to the aperture. Hence,

20 -=H (aperture 1)(7
J = - H,j (aperture 2)()

From the mode-matching theory of eqns. I and 2, the
insular guide magnetic fields are

16
HI. = - jumwe0 fc xp [- .,(x - a)]4a.(y,)C,, cos (fiz)

H,: = - Z j...k,,,. exp [-k,(x - al]Ot.(y)C. sin (fiz)

12 -. t(8)

It is assumed that the substrate is electrically thin and the
CY resonator field has a )-independent electric field solely in

the v-direction. Furthermore, the Oa..(y) functions can be

averagsed over the substrate thickness: he-ice, ~~y
sin lk,.,h) (k,,,h). The eigenfunction representation [11]
of the cavity modes is

E' BY (pr:) co [qtx - xo)

e; /ztp.-0 q=o -r k2- co w o

0 0 2 0 4 06 0.8 10 /,\2 
1

q
5

W A~ k' _- _ ( -y- i 4 k2  (9b)
Fig. 6 Percentaqie of power C coupled to a narrow itcrostrip line from
n..ular qutde as a function of strip width w~ where the cavity action is assumed to be brought about by

():,,.-C613..h - 0t13.. ,, - 2.3.t,, - 10. . -J 1. .,-2.01c magnetic walls on the microstrip patch boundaries. From

tie to couple distant microstrip circuits to the insular Appendix 7.2 the cavity mode coefficients generated by

auide. For the wide microstrip case the coupling conflgu- aperture I depend only on p. and BM is denoted by LIP:

,ation has the reality of an insular guide coupling to a A

ovide microstrip resonator not in contact with the dielectric B, k= X. lc l- P

diab Isee Fig. 7). Microstrip patch resonators can act as ( P) PiW
intennas. and we are thus interested in the conditions that X [1 - 1 )" Cos (O3W)] (10)
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Bandwidth of a dipole element on the lower substrate of the height
h had to be inferred from the results of James et
al2, Pues et a14 and Pozar5 and from photographs for the aspect
ratio. Bandwidths in the region of 0.5% to 1.4% were estimated for
w/e between 1/2 and 1/4; the average estimated bandwidth being 1%
therefore the measured bandwidths were approximately equal to M.
Bandwidth increased with increasing total height H TWith a maximum
of M = 7.7 being observed at H = 1T/h = 3.0; see Figure 8(r).

Sabban 18 used a parasitic resonator separated by an air gap above a
feeder resonator; best results were obtained with concentric
circular resonators. Sabban's results were obscured by the lack of
essential information as the frequency and the air gap thickness
were omitted. All we know is that the antenna operated at X-band
(8-12 GHz) and that the lower substrate thickness and dielectric
constant were 1.5 mm and 10.3. At X-band h/A0 would be in the
range 0.04 to 0.06 so the bandwidth was estimated to be in the
range 2% to 7% as the bandwidths of square and circular disc
elements are similar. The measured bandwidths of the rectangular
and circular parasitic antennas were 10% and 11% respectively
(VSWR s 2.0:1). Bandwidth ratios were then estimated at M = 6.4 to
1.82 for the rectangular antenna and M = 7.0 to 2.0 for the
circular disc antenna.

These results for parasitic antennas are presented graphically in
Figures 9 and 10 to aid interpretation. Figure 9 plots bandwidth
ratio (M) against the number of dimensional degrees of freedom
which is a measure of complexity (C), see note 3. page 77 .Figure 10 plots
the estimated increase in antenna volume (Vp/V) comDared to a
single element on the same substrate, see note 4 , page 7 7. For a complexity
(C) value of 6 a two layer vertical parasitic antenna 11 Figure
8(p), can have 5 times the M value compared to lateral parasitic

12 17
antennas , Figure 8(f, h), and for 9 degrees of freedom, a
bandwidth ratio eight times greater than the antenna 1 of Figure
8(d), which had quarter-wave parasitic elements coupled to the
radiating edges of a half-wave patch. Although their complexity
measure is no different, the three element arrangements of
Figures 8(i, j, 1, m) have reduced M values compared to the two
layer antenna U owing to the greater increase in volume obtained
with the two layer antenna compared to the quarter-wave shorted

parasitic arrangement 12, Figure 8(d, f). This can be seen clearly
in Figure 10, where the bandwidths of all types depend very
strongly on the volume ratio.
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calculations showed that for each configuration there exists 3
possibilities for resonance. One of which yielded a radiation
conductance at the slot of 4 times that of a single radiating edge;
energy stored was twice that of a single element. Since bandwidth
is proportional to radiated power over stored energy it was thought
reasonable to deduce that the bandwidth would be twice that of a
single element. For VSWR5 2.0:1, good comparison between measured
and calculated bandwidths was found. Greater increases in
bandwidth were obtained by Shaubert and Farrar and Dahele and
Lee . Shaubert and FarrarLplaced strips of different lengths
close to the non-radiating edges of patch elements, Figure 8(g) and
Gbtained bandwidth ratios of M = 3.6 and 4.4, relative to a patch
without parasitics. A smaller increase in bandwidth was obtained
by Dahele et al 7 (M = 2.85) by placing a parasitic element close
to a centre-fed planar monopole element. The parasitic imparted a
dual frequency response, see Figure 8(h), with a tuneable upper
resonance. A particular combination of spacing and parasitic
length led to an increase in the bandwidth of the lower resonance.

Greater increases in M were obtained by Kumar and Gupta '9 at the
expense of greater design complexity. By varying the sizes and
separations of parasitic resonators around a central driven element
they were able to obtain M values varying from 4 to 7, see Figure 8
(i, j, k, 1, m, n). Greatest bandwidth increases were obtained
experimentally using 4 parasitic elements around a central driven
element. The important point arising here is that both FEGCOMA,
Figure 8(k), and FEDCOMA, Figure 8(n), antennas offer 41% and 31%
more bandwidth than the NEGCOMA, Figure 8(i), antenna for twice the
design complexity: see note 2, page 77 for explanation of acronyms.

Another class of antennas is those in which the parasitic elements
are vertical in extent. Antennas employing vertical parasitic
radiators can employ thin substrates, so as to keep feed radiation
at low level and still have broad bandwidth , Hall, Wood
and Garret tackled this problem in response to the need to
improve the bandwidth of radiating elements which are commonly made
on high dielectric constant substrates (E = 9.8) and have lower
efficiency and bandwidth than those built on substrates of a lower
dielectric constant. By stacking resonators above a patch
resonator on aluminauuseful bandwidth increases of M = 6 and 11.8
were obtained for a single overlayed resonator and M = 15.4 for two
overlayed resonators, see Figure 8(o, p, q). The lowest increase
in bandwidth (M = 6) was obtained with an open-circuited 30 ohm
line feed instead of a patch. Again parasitic elements achieved
broadbanding by imparting a closely spaced multi-frequency
response.

Evaluation of M was made difficult in the case of electromagneti-
cally coupled (EMC) dipole elements (Oltman and Heubner 13)as no
details of M or the dipole aspect ratios (w/e) were given.
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feed probe becomes significant and accentuates the existing bias of
the impedance locus towards the inductive side of the complex impe-
dance (Smith) plane. By putting the correct value of capacitance
in series with the feed probe, the probe inductance could be tuned
out and a bandwidth of square and disc antennas have been found to
be similar (see Figure 7). The bandwidth ratio M was estimated at
M = 33/17 = 1.94 or a rough doubling in bandwidth; see note 1 , page 77.

21
Das and Chatterjee showed that conically depressing the upper
surface of a disc resonator, radiated, power can be increased for a
negligible increase in stored energy, Figure 6(c). Calculation and
measurement indicated that bandwidth increases with decreasing
conical angle, 1, (or increasing depth). In this case measurements
showed that for a deep depression, i4 = 800, the increase in
bandwidth was due to frequency splitting reminiscent of Poddar et
all'. The experimental results of Das and Chatterjee 2'showed that a
decrease in 4) from 900 to 850 yielded a doubling of the bandwidth.
Frequency splitting at 4) = 750 gave a substantial increase in

bandwidth greater than 100%. The input reflection coefficient was
nowhere better then -8 dB and the same feed position was used in
all three cases (S a/3 for T= 90' and S = -rd of the slant of
height in other cases. Both methods employed to achieve broadband
performance m ,9 yielded bandwidth ratios in the region of M = 2,
whereM is the ratio of bandwidth achieved with some device compared
to that of a standard element, see note 1, page 77.

Of additional interest is the semi-air-spaced structure of Figure
6(d) which was cited by Lee et al and Ness et al' as a method of
fine tuning a resonator. No information was given on available
bandwidth but it is similar to the structure used by Sabban 8 to
obtain greater bandwidth (see section 8.4.4).

8.4.4 Elements Employing Parasitic Elements of Horizontal and
Lateral Extent.

Techniques for broadbanding microstrip antenrnm fall into 2 groups,
(1) adjusting the parameters of the substrate h and cr and (2) the
use of parasitic elements around the central, driven element, which
are either lateral or vertical in extent. In general broadband
performance beyond that obtainable by adjusting Er and h is
obtained by giving the antenna an overlapped multifrequency
capability. A subcategory of (1) which imparts a dual frequency
response to a patch radiator is the use of stepped and tapered
substrates 4 ' . Figure 8 shows all the antenna types known of to
date that employ parasitic element along with their sources.

Woodu considered the effect of adding quarter-wave, shorted,
parasitic elements to the radiating edges of quarter-wave and
half-wave patch elements: Figures 8(c, d, e, f). Wood's
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Of special interest is the TM12 annular mode, Figure 5(a), which
can have double the bandwidth of a TMI1 disc antenna. Figure 7
compares the results of Chew 2 2 with theoretical results for square,
TM01, antennas , For the TM 1 2 annular mode, bandwidth has a
dependence upon the thinness ratio b/a with bandwidth increasing
with decreasing b/a. (If b/a is made too small, the annulus would
become too large). gas and Marthur 3 illustrated this effect by
considering the effect of changing the outer radius b upon the
radiation from the inner and outer apertures and showed that for
any given value of a, there exists an optimum choice for b; Figure
5(b) shows the calculated variation of E to be a damped sinusoidal
variation with radial distance for a specific case. It is
convenient here to breakdown the discussion into odd TM m(m =

1,3,5..) and even TMlm(m = 2,4,6..) modes.

(1) ODD MODES. Without proper choce of b, the inner and outer
fringing fields cancel resulting in a boresight null. For this
particular case, a = 1.2 cm, and a choice of b = 6.3, or 12 cm
results in E z= 0 at the outer aperture and radiation from the
inner aperture only where E is the vertically directed field
between conductor and ground plane. At the points b = 6.3 and
12 cm the rate of change of E with the electrical dimension kpb
is a maximum, where kp is the racial propagation constant. Narrow
bandwidth is implied because of the sensitivity to frequency. A
choice of b = 14. 75 cm for the TM13 mode coincides with the second
positive maximum of E This still results in fringing field
cancellation from the outer aperture but with minimum sensitivity
to frequency unlike a choice of b = 12 cm for E z 0; this suggests
that a wider bandwidth may be achieved. Z

(2) EVEN MODES. Inner and outer fringing fields have the same
polarity for the even modes, Figure 5(a), so b must be chosen to
give an E resulting in inner and outer fringing fields of the same
polarity. In this particular case, (a = 1,2 cm) a choice of
b = 9.45 cm satisfied this condition and here the rate of change of
E z with kpb is a minimum, which implies minimum sensitivity to
frequency and higher bandwidth.

Apart from these theoretical predictions, Das and Mathur2  did not
experimentally investigate the bandwidth of annular ring antennas.
Using a coaxial (50 ohm) feed placed at various iadial distances
between a and b, a minimum VSWR of 2.2 was obtained with the feed
position at S = a + R/3, where R = (a + b)/2, see Figure 6. To
date, no other experimental data on annular ring matching or
bandwidth is known of.

There have been two attempts at broadbanding disc radiators.
Griffin and Forrest noticed that as substrate height is increased in
an attempt to achieve an increase in bandwidth, the inductance of the
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Bandwidth for square patches was only considered up to the second
surface-wave cut-off point.

(2) For much thicker substrates, examination of thin microstrip
dipoles on very thick substrates revealed a periodic dependence of
bandwidth upon h/Wo and that the maximum bandwidth on Er = 12.8 was
greater than for Er - 2.55: maximum bandwidth being 48% (h/A0  =
0.11) and 29% (h/Ao = 0.2) for E = 12.8 and 2.55 respectively.

r

The periodicity of dipole bandwidth was considered over a much
greater range of thicknesses by Alexopoulos 7,8,9 Figure 4(a), who
found that the bandwidth maximum occurs just beyond the cut-off
point for the second (TEo) surface wave mode. The periodicity in
h/X 0 beyond the first maximum following the cut-off points of TE
and TM surface wave modes; maxima occurring in the region of TE
cut-off and minima in the region of TM cut-off. This is more
evident for increasing Er"

Because bandwidth is obtained at the expense of efficiency the
conditions for maximum bandwidth and maximum radiating efficiency
are not the same. Alexopoulos showed that maximum bandwidth
increases monotonically with er while the bandwidth for maximum
radiating efficiency reaches a maximum at Er= 9.4, above which it p
decreases. Therefore a bandwidth of 26% is achievable on alumina
substrates for maximum efficiency, Figure 4(b).

8.4.3 Disc and Annular-Ring Elements

Disc microstrip antennas are essentially narrow band, like
rectangular elements,with bandwidth depending primarily upon
substrate height and dielectric constant. Measurements by Howell0

first compared disc and rectangular elements and revealed little
difference for comparable thickness and dielectric constants.

Compared to a circular disc antenna, Figure 6(a), an annular ring
antenna, Figure 6(b), has less stored energy which implies a - -

greater bandwidth. However, the radiated power as a function of
frequency depends very much upon the mode excited. The lowest
radiating mode is the TM F Figure 5(a), with effective radiation
emanating from the outer aperture due to far field cancellation of
the inner fringing fields; the TM disc mode is similar in form.
Chew 2 calculated the bandwidths (andwidth criteria 3 dB
variation) and showed that for similar dimensions and E , a TM 11
circular disc has greater bandwidth than a TM1 , annular ring.
Excitation of the even higher-order modes, ThI2 , TM 14 etc, results
in radiation from both inner and outer apertures that reinforces in
the far field. Radiation efficiency is potentially doubled
compared to the TM disc antenna implying double the bandwidth.. -
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f = frequency, Cs = stored energy at f = f0 (resonance) and

PR= power radiated.

The above reveals that broadband, low-Q, operation can be achieved
by reducing the substrate dielectric constant.

Modifications to the radiator geometry in both horizontal and
vertical planes can effect es4 21 22 2 QR is a complex
function of h because the substrate height is involved in the
calculation of both PR and Es.

8.4.2 Rectangular elements

Figure 2(a) shows the results of James et a13 for square resonators
taking into account the generation of surface wave modes in the -".
substrate. The dominant effects on bandwidth are the substrate
height in relation to the wavelength (h/A0 ) and the substrate
dielectric constant. At h/AO = 0.05 the bandwidths of resonators
on substrates for E = 1.1 and 10 differ by a a factor of 6(c =
1.1, bandwidth = 15t; Cr= 10, bandwidth = 2.5%); the bandwidt'-
criteria here was for VSWR :2.6:1. James et a12 and Pues et a14

have examined the effect of patch aspect ratio w/C on bandwidth.
Their results, Figure 2(b), show a rough proportionality between
increase in bandwidth and increase in w/C up to w/ = 2 above which
the gain in bandwidth for a given increase in w/f decreases and is
associated, in part, with the generation of transverse modes.
Practically patches with w/>2 are not used because of radiation
pattern degradation due to these transverse modes. The results of
James et a12 and Pues et a14 did not take any account of
surface-wave generation and would tend to underestimate bandwidth
for larger values of h/A0 . Measured bandwidth results by various
workers are included in Figure 2(b) and show an increasing
divergence with increasing e for iquare resonators with (w/f = 1).
Measurements by Derneryd ani Lind showed good comparison up to h/A0
= 0.12 with increasing divergence towards this limit, showing that
for thick substrates surface wave terms must be included in Q."

The behaviour of square microstrip patches and half-wave printed
dipoles on very thick substrates was examined accurately by Pozar5

for dielectric constants of 2.55 (PFTE) and 12.8 (Gallium arsenide)
which is considered to be the most practical substrate for antennas
in the millimet - region. Two interesting points emerged, Figure 3.

(1) For square patches a cross-over point exists (x) at h/ A0 =
0.04 above which the bandwidth on a patch on GaAsis greater than on
PTFE. Bandwidths of 27% can be obtained for thick substrates (h/ X0
0.05) at h/A0 = 0.06 and 0.12 for GaAs and PTFE respectively
(bandwidth criteria, VSWR52.4:1).
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8.4 A REVIEW OF MICROSTRIP RADIATING ELEMENT BANDWIDTH

8.4.1 Bandwidth Criteria

The bandwidth of a microstrip resonator, Figure 1, is generally
expressed in terms of its Q-factor which includes terms for
metallic and dielectric dissipative losses as well as radiation
losses. For an antenna the overall Q-factor is dominated by
radiation and the bandwidth is generally judged as the frequency
range over which the input reflection coefficient is more than -7
dBs down on that at the band edges. Corrections can be applied to
this level depending on the depth of the resonance . An input
reflection coefficient of -7 dBs corresponds to an input V.S.W.R.
of S 2.6:1 and for antennas that behave essentially as RLC tuned
circuits, the bandwidth for any given VSWR and total Q-factor (Q)
is given by,

Bandwidth 1O0(S-1) % (S>I)

The most commonly used convention for expressing impedance
bandwidth is the frequency range for which VSWR 92:1: some workers
preferring a VSWR 53:1. Antennas employing some sort of
broad-banding device have non-ideal responses and the depth of the
resonance varies between similar antennas. One criteria employed
in this sort of case is the bandwidth over which the loss is half
that at centre frequency 4 . For multi-element antennas, a 3dB gain
variation bandwidth is often employed. Circularly polarized
antennas employ the criteria of variation of ellipticity (axial
ratio) as this is often the most important performance factor.
Ellipticity bandwidths are generally much less than impedance
bandwidths and here again the 3 dB variation criteria is the most
commmon with some workers preferring 1 or 2 dB variations.
Generally speaking, bandwidth criteria are judged relative to the .
dominant performance criteria. Travelling-wave arrays, for
example, may have input impedance taking a secondary role to the
variation of beam position and gain: in certain applications
bandwidth may be decided by acceptable sidelobe or cross-polar
levels.

The Q-factor of an open microstrip antenna is dominated by the
radiation loss factor which is given by:

271 fo

R
where 2 r zl dv h A r o I'.da
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Appendix 8.4

A Review of Microstrip Radiating
Element Bandwidth
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= [cs t&,i,/i)cos -(total energy stored in volume of cavity)

x sin (k,,. h) sin (k,2.. b)l ICos (k,.,.L) The calculation of Ps is Straigihtforward but extensive. and
JIfirst the radiation pattern ari-sing from radiation from the

k) =0:k - k l)Imagnetic sources on the four sides of the micrdstrip cavity

2 .
2
)
1
'
2  is obtained and then integration of the iDoynting vector

k,. F,2 k2 
- k.- f

2 1  yields PRt. A magnetic source K is defined as

k, 3,, = IV k2 fl
2
) 2 K- 2h x IE,

k = (AU.) 0  
where h is a unit vector normal to the radiating surface

mly) and i(y) = relative permittivities for appropriate and Es, is given from eqn. 8a in each radiating aperture as

region defined by y. follows:

Thc analysis is based upon a quasibounded structure with/ t\
asecond ground plane at v=h +b +L.with Ltypically Z s, 4  w for x xo, 0 iv

5 .,. Functions of a similar form exist for 4,',where Oq=i \W
k,j, k, 2 ., and k3 carry a prime. The k-values for Ix I > a Fqirx - x0)l
carry a bar. as in eqn. 2. to distinguish them from 'the k- Z #p Z COS

values appropriate to 0 < x _< a. for xo _<x _<x0 + 1. =0

7.2 Coupling to microstrip patch
The matching of aperture I fields to the microstrip fields 0 3 , cos (qitl cos{ l

involves eqns. 6. 9a and 7 to give 0q

/ -s ~for x = it + 1, 0 s~ w
5 B, cos(E-) =- k'Z_),,X. sin fl:)
p po ~= ~~ZtqCos (P71) Cos[9itlx - x)

A Fourier decomposition is performed by multiplying both pO7,0 j
sides by cos (pn: iv). p' = 0, 1. 2. 3. ... and integrating over for x0 _< x _< x0 + 1.=w
I) w. which isolates the terms containing p to give
the result of eqn. 10. where

The Fourier decomposition for aperture 2 is sim-
ilar with both sides of the equation multiplied by Bp
Cos [qzc - r,, 1), q' 0, 1,2. 3. .and integrating over 1 Pq ,,1k2 - k'2

x.: <, v v + I to yield eqn. 11. lk 1 \r l

7.3 Measurement of coupling PR Z' k J~2..k2j (,
Sophisticated microwave measurement techniques using P

network analysers are applicable to unbounded structures where
such as microstrip lines provided the radiation losses at
the inpui and output transitions are negligible. The mea- f2
surement of coupling (see Figs. 10 and 11) is an order more 1(0 ,1 =) 1,l sin W(1 + 13 - 14)
difficult and less accurate because of the radiation loss 04=

from the waveguide to insular guide transition at each end x [I -cos pit cos wX][I - cos qir Cos IZ] dO d4,
of the insular guide under test. The transitions were fitted
with small flanges to create a horn launcher action [8] and 5f khcs02
absorbent material was also used. Radiation from the k Itki cos 0/2)
microsirip patch under investigation and reflections from Y( o'4 i 2 0
the imperfect insular guide to waveguide transition are I
other factors creating uncertain errors in the coupling 2 [(pirw' X2]

results. Z20l - sin' 4 sin2 0)

7.4 Microstrip, patch losses 1= [(qn1/82

The losses Pd. P and P,, in Section 2.3. together with their 2xZ sin 4, cos 4,0 + cos' 0)
respective Q-factors Q, Q, and Q4, are readily calculated 1, [l=~ ) - '[qri)

see Reference 1, Chap. 4) given the cavity fields of the
microsirip patch resonator eqn. 8. For instanceX A0 sn0cs4

Z kA sin 0 sin 4
Pd t ur," to, ta n J) Es, 2 dv

L At and near the microstrip patch resonant frequency the

solution is dominated by one term: thus, at resonance, the
100 i.'an JihwI Z radiations from the (1, 0) and (1, 1) modes (see Fig. 8) are

p0 q~Odominated. respectively, by p = 1. q =0 and p = .q=

B M 2I (1 5).0 (I + j $) terms in the above expressions. This property has been
L:k-kpJ 2 2 made use of in our computations.
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for very long arrays where the saving in feeder loss is sig- material precision commonly found in semiconductor tech-
nificant and the coupling to the microstrip resonators has nology.
only a small perturbing effect on the insular guide feeder. The hybrid antenna c~oncept is seen to be ideally corn- '> *:

The shaping of the aperture distribution to obtain lower patible with equipment composed of dielectric waveguide -

sidelobe levels is a matter for further development work, circuits. but its deployment with conventional rectangular
but low crosspolarisation levels appear to be readily waveguides can create an additional significant system loss
obtained, which is an important property. The manufac- at the launcher transition unless a more gradual, and
turing tolerance problem encountered at 90 GHz high- hence bulkier transition region is incorporated.
lights the need for a higher degree of mechanical and
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Variation in Phase Shift in
shift per beam. 7 Appendix

b. h. A, b, h. A, wavelength, degrees
mm mm mm % % % degrees 7.1 Insular guide field representations
0.35 0.127 2.339 cos (k~,I.y) for 0 _<Y h
0.35 0.140 2.350 -10 0.47 1.69 0.38
0.35 0.114 Z.324 -10 -0.64 2.31 -0.53 Pl. cos [k,2 ,.(y - ht)] + q.' sin [k,.2(y - hs))
0.35 0.144 2.352 +13 0.56 2.0 0.45 1
0.35 0.118 2.329 -7 -0.43 1.54 -0.35 01.() for ht _<y (Is +b)

0385 0127 2,183 +10 -6.67 24.0 -5.85 r o k3(
0.385 0.144 2.201 +10 +13 -5.9 21.2 -5.13 r, o k 5 ,( f
0.385 0.118 2.172 +10 -7 -7.14 25.7 -6.29 for h + b)_<y < (h +bIt+ L)
0.315 0127 2.518 -10 7.65 27.6 5.81
0.315 01!44 2.525 -10 +13 7.95 28.63 6.03 socos (k),,,h)
0.315 0118 2.512 -10 -7 7.396 26.63 5.63

Nominal guide parameters are h- 0.127 mm. b-0315 mm. . -' A
a = 0.5 mm. c,, = 2.3. 9, - 10 i -- i k,,A
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microwave data in Figs. 2. 8, 9 and II for E' -mode oper- observed with all hybrid antennas using microstrip reson-
ation with i:,,= 10. a = 1.1 mm. b =0.35 mm. In long ators is the low crosspolarisatton levels (see Fig. 15a and h)
linear arrays the aperture distribution will be a very sensi- Nubstantiating that the radiation pattern is firmly con- "..
tive function of the coupling relationship isee Fig. I l) and "

empirical corrections to the latter have been attempted.
0- -900

,'- ..' . . . . .us-:... '
- 0. '

cm"

Fig. 14 Vit (;/11. O.t-neoiu hi hrFd arra l

The antenna described in Fig. 15a and Table I column -20l-

lit was designed using curve (i) of Fig. II to achieve a -25
uniform aperture distribution w~th broadside beam and -.
Pl, = 10'.. of the available antenna input power eqn. 14. -90 -60 -30 0 .30 .60 .90
Dimensional and electrical tolerances, and the fact that 0 o , degrees
is slghtlv perturbed by the presence of the microstrip res-
onator, limit the usefulness of experimental iterative
methods. The beam squint and sidelobe structure are
indicative of the errors in the aperture distribution. It is -s-
evident from Fig. 16 that etching errors alone can lead to
sienticant detuning of the microstrip patches, while Table -to-.
2 il1!ustratcs the sensitivity of the insular guide phase con-
stant, and hence beam shift, to changes in h and also h.
Variation in h also causes further detuning of the micro-
itrip patches. The dimensional changes quoted here are
not untypical of commercially available substrates and -201-
thick-film techniques. but the resulting aperture distribu-
tion error is unlikely to be the simple linear phase shift -25-

illustrated in Table 2. Further development work will rely -- " : "I

much on trial and error, and as an example the improved -90 -60 -30 0 .30 .60 .90
perftormance shown in Fig. 15b and Table I column (iii 9b egres

was achieved by reducing the resonator spacing hy about Fig. 15 Radiation pattern qJ the hvibrid antenna at W) GH: auiisiny
o. 16" , and utilising empirical curve (ii) of Fig. 11. ncrostrp patch resonatrs

. The power budgets in Table I confirm both the See Table I for power budget
reduction in feeder power loss achieved with the hybrid --- "opoiar

array concept compared to the use of microstrip lines and ... crosspolar" a~. Basedon Fig,. ItISl

the order of the launcher loss. A very important property a Based n FigI I iat

- Table 1 : Power budgets of 90 GHz hybrid linear microatrip trolled by the microstrip patch radiators. The purity of
= patch antennas polarisation confirms that only aperture 2 excitation

i) (ii) results in radiation, while radiation due to aperture I exci-
lBr.,rrn~dih degrees hitheory) 2.15 2.5 tation is largely cancelled by the symmetrical deployment

(measured) 2.0 2.5 of the microstrip resonators either side of the dielectric
Squint angle. degrees (measured) -16 -5 slab. Unwanted radiation due to substrate surface-wave
Sideiobes. dB (measured) -9.0 & -11.2 -10.8 & -14.8 generation has not been detected and presumably exists at
Crossoolar. 18 (measured) < -25 <-24 lower levels than the sidelobes measured. Measurements
Directvrv dB 24.2 23.6
Gdin d8 (measured) 17 18 on other design specifications to date indicate that longer

Launcher loss. B (theory) 2.0 2.0 arrays are easier to design and show a greater reduction in
. Mismatch oss. dB kmeasured) 0.04 0.04 feeder loss compared to microstrip feeders.
* Feeder !osst d1 (theory) 2.0 2.0

Resonator !oss" dB (measured) 0.97 097 C-ncl- ion
Load loss". dB 2.19 059 4 Conclusions

Element spacing. mm 2 34 1.96
Efficencyv,., (assuming no The hybrid microstrip/dielectric antenna concept enables a

launcher or load loss) 500 500 microstrip linear array to be fed with a low-loss insular
itCn.erncv: of MIcrosirip array O1 guide feeder. The phase constant and losses in the feeder
same physical size .. 249 30.0 and the microstrip radiator coupling relationship have

Oirectvitv 
= 

10 log (AA') cos (squint angle) dB. A = aperture area been computed by various analytical methods to obtain
t Calculated using 005 d6 A. over 40 wavelengths basic antenna design data for the first few modes in the

From measurements on patch resonator O-factors insular guide. Several ways of creating the linear array are
"(it Load loss = 24 2 - (17 - 2 - 0 04 - 2 +0.97) = 2.19 dB

(In) Load loss- 236 - t18-2 -004-2'097) =0.59dB considered. but the main interest lies in the use of the El"
t,) Efficiency = 24 2- (17 - 2- 2.19) = 3.01 dB.. 50%. dominant insular guide mode coupled to microstrip patch
(i Efficiency 23 6 - (18- 2 - 0.59) 3.01 dB _- 50"% resonator antennas. Some practical results on millimetre.
M:crostrip feeder of same physical length (39 wavelengths). ... , linear arrays have been examined, and they demonstrate

" 2 2 500. hine loss 01
3 

dO , .patch oss = 0.97 dB the feasibility of the hybrid antenna concept, particularly
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coupling required to create a given aperture distribution guide circuits has not yet advanced sufficiently to imple-
along the linear array. To a first order ment this integration. In the short term, other ways of con- S

necting dielectric guides to conventional waveguides need
K P (14) to be examined, such as gradually coupling over a length

P" + I of insular guide perhaps through holes in the ground plane
where K1 and Pi are, respectively, the fraction of insular [12], but such a launching transition would occupy a rela-
guide modal power coupled to the jth microstrip patch tively large volume.

0- n-n.n
U U .0

E

-20 -- 20

-90 -60 -30 0 .30 .60 .90 -90 -60 -30 0 .30 .60 .90

a b

o 0°

-IQ-

-20 -20 ,,

-90 -60 -30 0 .30 .60 .90 -90 -60 -30 0 .30 .60 .90 I.
., degrees , -es

Fig. 13 Radiation patterns ofi hybrid arrays using narrow lines coupled to E, -mode
a TravclIhng-ave a .)at I4GHz d Rsnant.arra ya 70GHz
h Resonant array at 14 GHz copolar
t Taveling-wave arra, at 70GHz - -- -rosspolar

and the power radiated by the latter; v = number of patch 3.3 Practical results at millimetre wavelength
elements and PL = power absorbed in the load termina- Some measured radiation patterns (Fig. 13) for antennas
tion for travelling-wave action. The sidelobe level desired based on the E'.1-mode and narrow line coupling are
determines the relative P,-values, and, for a given PL, K, is briefly noted to illustrate the problems anticipated in
obtained from eqn. 14. The guide loss will slightl) modify Section 2.2. The E' 1-mode was chosen because the field in
the distribution. The second-order effects that are not the substrate resembled the field underneath a microstrip
included in the above design are principally dimensional line and experiments showed that launching from a micro-
corrections for field fringing on the microstrip patch reson- strip stub was feasible at microwaves. At millimetres a
ators, perturbation of the insular guide nrmode by the micro- waveguide launcher was used. The basic design [13]
strip patches, a more precise adjustment of K and the involved 32 alternating narrow ;._/2 microstrip stubs pro- I
polarisation purity of the resulting linear array. truding beneath the dielectric slab. The radiation patterns

show a level of crosspolarisation which is presumably due
3.2 Launcher constraints to the perturbation of insular guide fields by the close
The unwanted radiation loss associated with connecting proximity of the stubs and, possibly, mode conversion. No
planar microstrip or dielectric linear antennas to the attempt was made to optimise the aperture distribution in
transmitreceive equipment amounts to a field compat- view of the poor manufacturing control brought about by
ibility problem at the transition. The losses have been the stubs protruding beneath the dielectric slab. When
quantified [8], and a rectangular waveguide to insular these narrow microstrip stubs were placed exterior to the
guide launching transition could typically have a radiation slab with xo > a. the coupling levels were far too low to
loss of the order 2 dB. The co- and crosspolarised corrup- make the linear array design viable.
tion of the radiation characteristics of the linear antenna For Ey,-mode operation 40 microstrip patches were
can be removed by shielding the launcher with absorbent placed both sides of the dielectric slab as in Fig. 12. the
material, as in the present measurements, but in an oper- travelling-wave array is shown in Fig. 14. The polarisation
ational antenna the launcher loss would negate the lower- of this array is orthogonal to that in Fig. 13. As in the
loss advantages of the dielectric feeder structure. The above antenna the substrate h = 0.127 mm, s,, = 2.3 was
ultimate solution is to create the transmit/receive circuits chosen from commercially available material to be corn-
in an insular guide structure which inolves the fully inte- patible with efficient microstrip patch radiation. The
grated antenna concept. However, tha design of dielectric insular guide dimensions were scaled down from the
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mental values. The above results for x= a show the feasi- ira%ellinw-wave or resonant nature as described elsewhere
bility of obtaining significant levels of coupling without the (see RcrtrCnce I. Chap. 5t. Consider a long insular guide
microstrip patch protruding under the dielectric slab. A see Fig. 12). to which the microstrip patch resonators are

coupled. We restrict the design to broadside beams: thus.
20 F  the coupling process must ensure that the elements radiate

=r with the appropriate cophase relationships. For travelling-
wave arrat, action the insular guide is terminated with a

1, 8 load comprising absorbent material in th, form of lossy

c 0 ' -Megu.b IcwxCher

0"
10.0 105 itO ,

patch width wmm

Fig. 10 letasured Cr around resaninc efor ,I. 0, ,nue at 8.3 Gil: ,2

10-

Fig. 12 Lai-,ui M, h~hrid arru.

paint or thin lossy sheets in contact with the dielectric
slab: for resonant array action the insular guide is left
unterminated. In practice. it is difficult to achieve either an

i \open-circuit or a short-circuit termination due to radiation
loss. For both types of array the insular guide is connected
to a waveguide launcher, which in these experiments was
an open-ended rectangular waveguide. The radiation loss
problems associated with launching have been previously
analysed [8], and in the present measurements the
launcher is surrounded by absorbent material. There are

(. numerous second-order effects to be considered in an opti-
0- 00, mised design, particularly if the array is to have low cross-

polarisation and/or low sidelobe levels, but our main
objective here is to demonstrate the feasibility of the
hybrid array concept: details of the main design points are
given in the following Sections.

3.1 Control of the aperture distribution
The distance in the :-direction between the microstrip
patch radiators of Fig. 12 is determined by the insular
guide wavelength ;,,, which, in turn, is a function of the
particular mode selected in Fig. 2. In reality, the use of a
higher-order mode invokes difficult mode launching prob-
lems and possible mode conversion at each radiating

0 microstrip element. EY, has the lowest loss Isee Fig. 4) and
.o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 8 5o GHz is free from the above mode purity problems if the insular

guide dimensions are such that higher modes are cut off. . "
, , 't I Some results for the E,1-mode are presented below, but we

0 0a 02 03 04 05 06 07 0.8 09 10 900 GHz confine our interest to the El -mode with ;., selected for
"" - a,. "m single-mode operation (see Fig. 21 and minimum guide loss

Fig. 11 C,,ipured and ,mpirtical tures of C a. a Junction al .separa. (see Fig. 4). Otherwise. the coupling mechanism appears to
h,,,,,,me uo be reasonably tolerant to the choice of dielectric slab
"'5 mm h-Join. -1 mm coI-m6 mm.i - - - dimensions. The next design issue is the microstrip patch

- I "m..,2.,. = I0 omputed at u (H, spacing for a broadside beam. If the microstrip patch
HAppendix 7.41 radiates predominantly from the end

computed result of CR for x > a is given in Fig. II. illus- regions at : = 0 and : = it due to aperture 2 excitation,
trating how various coupling levels from 1.0 to 0.1 dB can then ., spacing of resonators on one or both sides of the
be achieved for 0 < x < 8 mm for the antenna model at guide is appropriate: whereas radiation from the other two
8.5 GHz. patch terminal regions due to aperture I excitation would

allow , 2 spacing in an alternate fashion on either side of
3 Linear antenna array design the guide. However. for the practical cases considered, the

latter spacing is not feasible for wide microstrip resonators
The basic design of this hybrid antenna follows the con- and ;., spacing is chosen. Finally. the x0-value for each

. ventional methods for series-fed linear arrays of a patch is selected from Fig. II for the degree of power
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where patch conduction loss and radiation, respectively. These
are given in Appendix 7.4. To embrace these losses withinsin I k,.t,.1I)

X. C i exp -/.(x o -a) the cavity fields, eqn. 9, the total power loss. is equated to

- 1.11 a fictitious lossy dielectric substrate having an effective loss

The cavity mode coefficients generated by aperture 2 tangent tan 6,.ffI The relative permittivity t;,, in eqn. 9a is

depend only on q, and we denote B,, by Bq: replaced by

Bq= ( 1 -&,(l -j tan 6,ss)B° --:-- kzo T X.. . ..I

( I . = i ' + (qr/)
2  where P

x [I - -I)- exp(-A..)] (11I) tan tff /QT = Il/Q + I/Q, + IIQR

where bit is the Kronecker delta defined as Qd = I/tan 6 (13)

j ,0 i # j Q, = h(7rf, go 
a ) ,'2

The complete form of the modal coefficient is Bpq = BP 2k h 2 2
+ B,: The substrate loss tangent = tan 6 o= conductivity of

patch copper conductor and 1(0, 4)) = integral arising from

, ' X  2 [1 -(-1) cos (/wv)] calculation of radiation power given 'i Appendix 7.4. For
(I + 6,o)W (pliw)

2 
_ #2 the substrates of interest, radiation is the dominant loss2 [I -- l~q  xp 1-/ ,/)]]since Q R << Q 1 I Q,. " "-.

+ 2 1 ex, '-k".bj (12) Some results for the power coupled into a microstrip
(I + ( qr/0 + k 1 patch for various w- and I-values (see Fig. 9) show the pro- -

The patch fields are then obtained by substituting for B,,
from eqn. 12 into eqn. 9. An experiment (see Appendix 7.3)
was performed to relate variations in w and I while main- 1.5 -
taining resonance conditions in the patch, and the results
are shown in Fig. 8. Examination of computations of eqn.
12 show that, around resonance, distinct p- and q-values
dominate the behaviour as may be expected.

The percentage of incident insular guide power coupled 1.0
to the patch is Cr = 100 x (Pd + P, + Pt)/P,; the percent-
age of incident insular guide power coupled to radiation is
CR = 100 x (Pt, P,): and the radiation efficiency of the
patch antenna = 100 x PRj(P, + P, + PR), where Pd, P m Iw6mm

and P5 are the power losses due to patch dielectric loss, , 7

0.5 8
9

A0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:. :
10

E 11.5 12 0 12 5
E _ patch width w. mm
- 25 Fig. 9 Computed C, around resonance for (1, 0) mode at 8.5 GHz

8 "079=a.hO7 mm.a-m. h - 3 mm. , - 2.3. t,, - 10

. .web
20 (1II mcle nounced resonance behaviour when w is somewhat greater~~than ;..'2 and I - ;../4, where ;, '-.o/v'f ,,, but, as I tends ---.-

o j '~-'~nto .,_'2, less power is coupled to radiation and the reson-
x 5 ance occurs for a slightly smaller w-value. The superior

I coupling when I'-,_';_4 is likely to be due to optimal %

(0)mode " matching whereby the high impedance radiating aperture
10)at x. = x + I. 0 < < h. 0 < z < w transforms by quarter-

8_ wave action to a low impedance in aperture 1, compatible

with the excitation impedance levels. The computations .-

5 shown in Fig. 9 are based on the dominant modes at and
around the resonant frequency. Experimental results for
coupling using the measurement methods outlined in

0 5 10 s 20 25 30 Appendix 7.3 at microwaves are presented in Fig. 10, and
patch wdth w, mm they closely resemble the behaviour predicted in Fig. 9.

Field fringing around the patch and the proximity effects P
Fig. 8 Relationship hetneen patch length and width Aw at resonance of the dielectric slab have not been include! in the
,-a.hsO.79mm. a-5mm. h- Imm.t,,- 2.3.t,, - 10. frequency -5GHz analysis, and the computed results of both Figs. 8 and 9-- theory

experiment predict slightly larger patch dimensions than the experi-
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The highest bandwidth ratio (M) was obtained with the three layer
antenna 1, Figure 8(q), where M = 16.4 compared to M = 7 for the 5

element antennas of Figures 8(k) and 8(n). Ir about half the
complexity although the vertical parasitic antennas achieved their
higher bandwidth at the expense of much greater volume. Vertical 2
parasitic antennas also achieved roughly twice the values of M for
a doubling in the complexity compared to multi-element lateral

* parasitic antennas.

Vertically spaced parasitic antennas have the problem that with an

increasing number of parasitic elements the coupling reduces with
increasing distance from the driven element and the reflector. In

" the same way the bandwidth increase (M) for vertical parasitic
patches follows a diminishing return law with increasing height and

complexity. Indeed this was a problem with the three layer antenna.-
Figure 8 (a). The two layer antenna in Figure 8(p) had a square
driving resonator, but to achieve sufficient coupling to the third
layer in the three layer arrangement, Figure 8(q), the aspect-ratio
(w/') of the driven patch had to be increased by 15% thus
increasing its radiation conductance.

-- Footnotes:

NOTE 1

M = Bandwidth ratio

(Baridwidth of antenna employing some device to achieve broadband ),-. _ operation •--.

(Bandwidth of single or driven element without any broadbanding ) * 
"

(device. ""''.. .

. NOTE 2

FEGCOMA '_ Four edge gap coupled open microstrip antenna, Figure
8(k).

FEDCOMA 19 Four edge direct coupled open microstrip antenna,
Figure 8(n).

NEGCOMA 19 Non-radiating edge gap coupled open microstrip antenna,
Figure 8(i).
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NOTE3 

C = Degrees of freedom

A single microstrip patch has 3 degrees of freedom, length (C),
width (w) and substrate height (h): C = 3.

A 3-element lateral parasitic element like that in Figures 8(i and
j) has 9 degrees of freedom; that is 3 x patch length (f) + 3 x
patch width (w) + substrate height (h) + 2 x inter-element gap
width: C =9.

S

NOTE 4

Vp/V =Increase in antenna volume.

Volume ofantenna employing some device to achieve broadband•operation. .2.

deovM e" ofsingle or driven element without any broadFbanding )
device,
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Figure I: Rectangular microstrip

patch radiating element.

20 1

Er 23 2Fig 2(a): Relationship between
:M r'4bandwidth, substrate thickness and
0 10- E 4-0substrate dielectric constant

r 

3)o (James and Henderson)

01
0 0.01 002 0-03 0014 005

h/X.

IPenard2

200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1___ 2 Hall1 2  WER = I (measured)
200------- I 3 Howell1" wI9t = 2 (measured)

78-. w/(=2 4 Howell1 0

2 3Hal 12  
-James

2 (theory)
N100 3 6 ~ Howell"

I Poddar' Pues4 (theory)

w/t1 'N 68 Howell"0

5

L 1. 1- LA I
1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8910 Figure 2 (b): Relationship

E, between bandwidth, substrate
dielectric constant and patch
aspect -ratio with experimental
rr'sults of various workers.
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Crosspolarisation behaviour of series-fed
microstrip linear arrays

P.S. Hall. B.Eng., M.Eng.. Ph.D., C.Eng.. M.I.E.E.. and Prof. J.R. James,
B.Sc., Ph.D., D.Sc.. F.IM.A.. C.Eng.. F.I.E.R.E.. F.I.E.E

inwtniiq rr 1 ....' II iii "fa S i l 1.r 1I

41IIIrnic: (ro,,poartsa hnliteris In mirri nlonlaria', itaic -eod ilk,iriero ,d awe ran he
porpose if ,his papder I, i. derail, sourcs ft ro,.,ptaiaa.,1h and .fanifl denicr paramrrI for a iide
urieir di ead.'line lirtacitnls tait~ile i -11 oeIn cri-wod rrla,, Suriacnoo -e tttci, and .alattIn firost
nc".'rn d fe= r~aniro. n iriw-tood a, aidditional 1a10-1 ( hoin rampart. comh wirerio-ltne and paich

array antennas are namc -) the ispt, enaminnd. and it is concluded trial a magnetic source radi.,iOn moei
hsni I.. degree ,f posit..otar FrCedor alows generaion of u-wit tirm-rde, Jenitr data foa .triiuute,
To obtain a more accurate assesineni. eond-order niets pertainint, !,, the ,peciiic radiaini ntruoture munt
Me included. and II% is ilfusirtired for the conmb-line anteonna. The constraints imposed h, thr -w degrees of
positional freed om aind the nenessitv to trade the )%Craft comb-line antenna pertormance in order to optimiso
the rosnio'irisaiin character:sicu are particular co-uin hich are likci, I told Ifor all iI its of icrot.
drip-inenna.

List of principaltivrymbols Qnumber of radiutiriz elements in

a. h = coaxial line inner and outer t R. 0f. p) spherical co-ordinates
radius. respectively Rk . .01 anit Ctoars

= contour round microstrip and r. p. = parameters defining dipole post-
tangentto contour. respec(Ivsels tion and orientation Isee Figs.

Cl. C I= peak :ross- to broadside refer- 'A and Bf
ence polarisation ratios for iine S, S,=ratio of surface Aaie eeneration
array perioid and for the corn- to radiation for single radiating
plete array. respectiveh% element and for complete array,

E_. E_ E.... E_ , f,... = electric fields respectively
Fil (. ~I = array factor T = ratio of 'transition to open-

= array power garn circuit end radiation conduc-
6,. , = radiation conductanes for tances

smnic period region. microstrip c,,modal transmission coefficients
open end and input transition. =microstrip-line voltage-
respectively ii .microstrip-line widths

G, - surface wave generation eon- I.. it.o. effecttse microstrirt-line widths
ductane0 effective triplate-Iine width

hi ,t. = substrate height. actual and (x.~ 1. :1 Cartesian co-ordinates
eff~ective dielectric constant. z_ Z Z, microstrip line. triplate line and
respectively free-space impedances. respec-

kin k... k,. = free-space. svaveguide mode and tively
surface wave numbers, respec-
tively I itouto

K ~~e "i~,, R 1 Itouto
1. . , d,. d a) = parameters defining array The control of crosspolarisation in well established
p, . . 5 ~ geometry (see Figs. IA and B antennas ts generally, difficult because it is dependent on

and 31 many design parameters that have alreadsy been deter-
es.- =free-space and microstrip wave- mined to optimise other aspects of antenna performance

length. respectis'elt, such as bandwidth and sidelobe level. Clearly compromises
~ i' = agneic urret 1] mnay have to be made in the overall performance if

h untt vctor crosspolarrsatton is at consideration. It is then important to
=number of radiating periods in understind thoroughly and quantify how crosspolarisation
array relates to the other performance factors. The cross-

P,, P3  ratio of power lost in load to polarisation behaviour of microstrip antennas is now
array input power and array becoming an important issue, and some performance
element radiated power to inct- relationshiips hase been iquantified for the rectangular
dent power on clement. respee- mtcrrrstrip patch antenna [2]. The aim of this paper is to
tivel * identit'. and, where possible. quantify the fa~iors affecting

B=reference linear pilarisation cronspirlarisation in series-fed microstrip array, antennas.
direction and tir illustrate !he findings with results from one partics.

lar antenna the comb-line array. A sketchs of the main fea-
im iIti hi'1. 1-11d kh ianiu-ia oures of a neries-fed array is g1sen in Fig. IA. The array'

rsr auio,. ar Cilp- be Ceo I ,..... Ia -rd kii~~ Frnen. may he terminated in a matched load as Nhown to form a
_oai 54Io iinp Sc~ne h'I~rnhr -. N n C I .'uiarJ tra velline-sase array or left open-circuited to produce a
inirtiter H~is Ii i.,o 191, resonaint .irrj The ss~ide variey of geometries that can be

1ff PRiiO,~~ i-f D/ ! %6, t i if '1 , ii otr -ir
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used for the radiating structure are illustrated in Fig I H h fltequencc of the text is as folloass: idsources of
Whilst two-dimensional arrangements of these alr other cnospalarisattofl due to geomeitrv. transition and surface
linear configirations may give improved crosspolar;saion .sie ctlects arc identified in Section 2.Geor~etrical effects
performance. this paper is confined to the linear arrays of ire then critically examined in Section 3. "oth respect to
Fig%. IA and B only. the various type~s )f series-iced antennas ot interest, to

nsa- riost~nproduct t irnt-order assessment of their cross-polarisation
p ertanrmaiice. Detailed analytic and Measured results for

penosa' ne, i-i zomb-lie array in Section 4 show how 'urther refine-
-~ ~ r oime-its to the calculation of crosspolartsation performance

-. t'iseO0 : an he obtained b% analis sing a specific structure. In
Section 5. some final conclusions are drawn. and an
Appendix containing supporting details then allows.

4 groud i Pe Tabie I :Main design parameters associaed with thre per-
-- ' formance of series-fed microstrip arrays

Performance aspect Design paramleter
Fig, 1A Saieiia-ua ...... n.iea--tdtiwnn~cniir.rc
aInd ,ifitehf de-mn ararneti-t Caosspolarasalion Radiating structure geomelec

Unwanted radiatton from

07~N at teed transitions and
C ni-natns ;1 14

tWt surface wave scattering 5(I
0 Sdefobe lev-el Amnpide taper (161

' (161

o _7 Radaaing structure geometry
Unwated raditon ironm

Efl'cncn at ann ab) above

ET an hb

Z :91
a - function of 'aniatingL r I structure geometry) rt 61

9 ]
o rnds 2. 9

f tS~ZZRadiating structsre xenmeti'a

a -ias !engir, see Fig I A)
p oerod tengin
& - substr:ate deectric cnnstant and heagnt. resoec:,vis
Z. micros io teed-tine impedance

Fig 1B f-r 4 u vi- t.,adaiation conductance representing totea radiation tfrm the din.-
en conianuates an a nangie-perand region

f i o

itj -_ i-12 Sources of crosspolarisation

Ssan..aniiain~asvurui2 1 Polarisation characteristics of array srrL ct iies,
r, I Raiaation f-rom microstrip structures may be analysed in
O~iraiaaa ~iasairii i(terms of a current source distribution at :he substrate

surface. where the equivalence principle [19] indicates that
R adiation an microstrip occurs at any discon~itinity an the source is in this ease a magnetic current distribution

the line, such as smooth or abrupt bends, step changes in given by%
awidth and open aor short circuits [13]. These generic rada- -Et

atinr types are the basis of the various forms of arrav struc-
tures illustrated in Fig, I B. Crosspolarisation. and. to a wshere E, as the surface electric field. h as i at sector
lesser extent. sidelobe level. efficiency and bandw idth of normal to ie surface and hi ;.a << 1. ashre is the free-
series-fed! antennas, are dependent on a radiating structure space %vacelenvth. Since E, as only signiricat't over a fila-
geomirs which is constrained within the surfaice of the mentary area close to the edee of the stnp. .11 reduces to a
sunstrate to two geomnetrical degrees of freedom, namels magnetic lane current. The radiated field E_~ is then given
t he s and i.directions isee Fitt. [Al. Crosspolarisation is by FO]
also affected b ' unwanted radiation from the input feedr
transition, feed-line termination and substrate surface wave E_ =lt h e K Me'- do
scattering (2]. All of these aspects are determined to some
extent by the substrate relative permitivity F., and thick- where r. , .ind c are detined an Fi,-. -A. R :s exuit vector
ness h. Additional details are summarised an Table I to in the direction to the far-Sield ioini. ,, as -tic free-space
illustrate the interrelationships between the various dlesign waie rasmirer. K = -,R. and it is assurrrd that
parameters. The scope of the present test is limited to E, l lva hero i s the voltage it the conductor edge. This
those parameters that relate directly to crosspolaraiition. method hais -Seeti applied~ to paish antennas --1. 22] atid
although soime brief mention of the other performanict to a~dtiat front cursed lies ['33. and :an thu:; be

factors is made a pptaed !o- he ttriv snhown -- I B Ft lie r simpilifca-
[JS S i l . 1, n: a a a a It CL. ST 19R4
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tion is. however. possible if the magnetic line current is where D i% the .ingie of the referenie poiarisation sctor of
discretised into small magnetic dipoles located on c. as the antenna defined for t'I 0 (24] as shosun in Fig. 2C.
shown in Fig. 2B. Thls is particularly appropriate to arrays Althttu~h not dealt with explicitly in this paper. the magni.

tudje Wfthe reference and orthogonal hand of i.rcular pol-
.itatton may be obtained from eqn. 3. Substitution of eqn.
3 into eqns. 4 and 5 gives. for linear polarisation and

a , " . °'

0 ." "-.

E,~ =jlF /h 'in (41 - t6)

E,_= jhK *4"'= Cos (0i - (* 7)

h tEqns. 6 and 7 indicate that the maximum reference field is
obtained in the broadside direction when 0 is given by

(D= 90-* 38).
,.ucrostrip i.e. when the dipole orientation is orthogonal to the refer-

conductor encr polarisation. and in this case E_- 0.

The microstrip-line edge voltage r is determined both
Fig. ZA Co--dm, ie m Im' radimsm clciiaion by the conductor geometry and the substrate dielectric

constant r,. Thus. eqn. 2 includes dependence on both geo-

R metrical and material effects. However assuming constant
. It--E and e, across the array means that the dependence of Ms

on r., and It is similar fo~r all q; hence, the ratio of E,... to
Ebt will depend on the array geometry onlY. This means

that specification of the distribution and orientation of M.
c ,,ognet, o, o will allow first-order estimates of crosspolarisstion to be

deduced. Illustrative examples of such distributions are
given in the following Section. These are then critically
assessed in Section 3.

Fig. 26 yrauters metrMa and mai maertian ,.ole

2.2 Illustrative examples of source distributions
On applying the equivalence principle leqn. t to the spe-

formed from sharp bends, such as the rampart line. where cific microstrip array types of Fig. IB the source distribu-
radiation is predominantly. localised to the bends. The tions for the analysis of Section 2.1 can be deduced. In
integral in eqn. 2 is thus replaced by a summation over Q some cases these are calculated explicitly, whilst in others
small magnetic dipoles: appropriate References are indicated. It is assumed

0 throughout that w,;.) 4 1. where w is the feed-line width
E, =,jhK W e4 M * --.-Csin (0 - 7, and that no higher-order modes are excited in the feed line

4= i at the radiating discontinuities. The thin-feed-line assump-

+ cos 0 cos lt - ('i4i] 131 tion means that the magnetic current at either side of the
feed line can be replaced by a single equivalent magnetic

where is ta ecurrent at the line centre localised to regions of curvature
the contour c at the qth dipole (Fig. 2B, and the amplitude in the line. Thus. for types composed of bends in the feed
and phase of the magnetic dipole strength M.0 at that point line. the source distribution is confined to the line bends.
is determined by the line voltage and, hence, by the struc- and for patch arrays no radiation occurs from the straight
ture used. Q will. in general. be much larger than V. the feed lines. In the latter case, the resonant action of the
number of periods in the array, as each period will be patch element gives rise to a magnetic current distribution
modelled by several small dipoles. The (Q + I)th and at the patch edge. This assumption results in the source
(Q - 2th terms may be added to account for transition distribution shown in Fig. 3, where the continuous dis-
and termination radiation as described in Section 2.3. tributions in the serpent line and patch arrays have been
Assuming Ludwig's third definition of crosspolarisation discretised so that all types can be analysed by use of eqn. . .-
[24]. suitable for broadside pointing antennas. the 3. In the serpent line Fig. 3u) the dipoles are oriented
required polarisation. E,.,. and the crosspolarisaion. tangentially to the line. For lines with right-angle bends
E.are. for linear polarsation. Fig. 3d and 3f the dipoles are oriented at 45' to the input

E_ = E. cos (6 - )6 - sin (0 - 4)4} (4) line [6]. and where two closely spaced bends occur the
(5) resultant of the two dipoles is taken, as in Fig. 31r and the

E,... = E.:sin to - 00 + o T-junctions of Fig. 3t: Analysis using electric currents [5]

leads to results equivalent to magnetic dipoles oriented as
-. yin Fig. 3c for the circularly polarised chain antenna, where

E., the presence of the phasing loop shown in Fig. IBc
"accounts for the dipole oriented at - - 90'. It follows then

that, as the triangle line iFig. 3b) has no such loops, both
dipoles are oriented at = 0'. In the patch arrays the

- " dipoles are located at the patch edges and appropriately . .
Fig. 2C Do in,m,r nea rrrere n l.. . r.s, uon dnc,, oriented [2 11.
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The polarisation characteristics of thene distributions obtaining the ratio o: the power incident on the q and
can be obtained from eqn. 3. W, is a function of the sub- fq - I 3th elements, although in the irst-order analysis
strate height. dielectric constant and the line voltage at the described below this is not done. In the Patch arrays the
Vth dipole. In addition, it is also dependent on the local voltage ast each dipole is determined b'v the resonant mode . .-
radius of curvature p. [231 in the case of Fig. 3a. or the held value at the patch edge. r. and Ai.* of eqs. 3 are deter. --

angle subtended at the bend -x. f5. 6] in the case of Figs mined from Fig. ZA. and the geometrical array prmtr
3b-f where a5 = 90 for Figs. 3d. e and f The line voltage given in Figs. Sij-d. and .is giea yisecinosis

is su bject to a progressive reduction down the array due to 3a-d.
radiation. This can be approximately deduced by inte- In Section 8.1 a first-order analysis based on eqn. 3 is
grating the radiated power in the tar field and' hence done for the sinusoidal serpent line (Fig. 3tsl. For the circu.

-~~ larly polarised chain line (Fig. 363. expressions for E.,, are
y derived using an electric current analysis in Reference 5:

- % this allows deduction of Mi,. Removal of the element
,' 1,\ -phasing due to the small loops then allows similar eapres.

a - -,sionss to be derived for the trangle line Fig. 3c. M, for use
in the arrays of Figs. 34. e and f is given in Reference 6,
and the magnetic curent analysis described there may also
be used for the arrays of Figs. 3b and c M may be derived

- a for the patch arrays IFigs. 3y. h, and il and eqn. 3 solved.
although E, derived using eqn. Zis given for this case in
Reference 25.

In calculating the ratio C, of peak cross- to broadside
reference polarisation level per period in Table 2. it is
necessary to know only the relative magnitude and phases

- - a - of .. rather than the full functional dependence. in addi.
tion to :;,. r, and 0r, This simplifies the calculation, parti-

d~ N ~cularly for the arrays of Figs. 3b. c. e and f. For the other
aras h nlsis given in Section 8.1 and the References
quoted above are used.

5 ~2.3 Radiation from feed transtions and array I.-
T-ATA ermbnations

J, Estimaiions of the radiaiion loss from miicrosirip antenna
a5  fed transitions shown in Fits. 4a-, have been made pre-

d, = A. ----

h- - -- -- li

_rl 1 %

orit -rd

Fig. 3 li wvar dip. ow.- Jisumhw~,o. .acmiuip aircit, it pirso

Fitt.di18

dserpen I- ftaneary paia-ad cit. anaa
bTriai fta . C,,an-ia. antl noti.S patch arfi Fig. 4 i,-ottrrntnt

-W. Rapart l pa h~a Patamc atcha atch $myn~initp
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viously (14]. and the results are summarised here to enable = 90 .although the lobes along the ground plane are of

the effect on crosspolarisation to be assessed. For the unequal size.
purpose of this study it is convenient to compare the mag- The effect of radiation from these transitions can be

nitude of the power radiated by the various transitions to approximatey modelled by including a 1Q - 1th term in
that radiated from a microstrip open end. eqn. 3 representing a magnetic dipole located at the tran-

The magnitude of the radiation from a microstrip to tri- sition. assumed to be the origin of co-ordinates so that

plate transition i Fig. 4u1 compared with a microsirip open r,. = 0) and oriented with = 90". The relative mag-

circuit placed at the same point is given. at low fre- nitude of the dipole is as

qptencies;. by% ! 2hw.., M\u - ) = Z, !T t1fl

!19) where Z, is the free-space impedance. The crosspolarisedG, W-.. field due to the transition in the broadside direction s thus
". 90 "o;. gi en by eqns. 7 and 15:,""- ..

_where G, and G, a the radiation conductances of the thus

transition [14] and open-circuit end (26] respectively: the Eo. = jhKZ -- cos 4l - 90 ) (16)
," mplate (27] and microsmrp [28] equivalent widths w, and

"w, respectively, are given by which indicates that IE E...I will be maximum when ".-'

i 60ah 0 = 90 ;?';
iv = - 110) If the array is terminated in a matched load, to form a

C, Z, travelling-wave antenna. then typically only a few percent
and of the array input power is dissipated in the load t16]. In

this case radiation from the termination can be neglected.
.120ih However. in the case of resonant arrays. radiation from an

open-circuit termination may be significant, in which case
. it can be modelled by including a Q + 2)th term in eqn. 3

where h is defined in Fig. 4a.. is the microstrip and tri- representing a magnetic dipole across the feed line at the
plate dielectric constant. Z. and Z, are the microstrip and position of the open-circuit termination and thus oriented
triplate impedances. respectively, and c, is given by (29] with -. - 90' A short-circuit termination will radiate less

Y,1 [ 13], but is practically more difficult to implement.+, ) , ,,f, - .+.-1 12
wI -~ 14 - l~ / 2/ 121 2.4 Scattering of substrate surface waves

Substrate surface waves will be excited in microstrip at any
where w is defined in Fig. 4a. Eqn. 9 assumes the transition discontinuity. These waves will be partially reflected and

Is matched. For e, = 2.32. T = 0.21. which means that the radiated at discontinuities within their paths. such as at the
tiplate to microstnp transition radiates about one-fifth of edge of the substrate, and can also provide an additional
the power radiated by the line open end. The feed radi- coupling mechanism between the radiating elements of the
arian is. of course, a much smaller proportion of the total array. This unwanted radiation will increase both the refer-

radiation from a microstrip array containing many open- ence and crosspolarsation sidelobe levels. The calculation
circut radiators. of the total effect of the surface waves in a finite linear

For an in-line coaxial to microstrip matched transition array is a formidable task, and here we give only an esti-
(Fig. 4b) at low frequencies [14]: mate of the resulting crosspolansation level based onequations from a previous analysis [ 15]. i~.!i

- •q T 1h - a)'a
1= 1131 The ratio. SL, of surface wave generation to radiation

from a microstrip open..circuit end can be determined

where a and b are defined in Fig. 4b and w_ and h are as from:-- abov e. For a caommercially available connector ha~ing G,= cos' (k,,h)&,k, ; :"

b = 2.07 mm. a = 0.64 mm and for , - 2.32 and h 0.793 SL = o 1h,k . (17)

mm. T - 0.29. Henderson and James (141 do not give the G, cos' tk,,he k
2 

+ kl hk

radiation pattern of these two transitions. but indicate that where G, and G, are the conductances associated with
as they are small radiators they will have low directisity surface-wave generation and radiation. respectively, and
"and bhave like sm211 dipoles. Sine current is being inter- k and k are surface wave propagation coefficients deter-

Septed in the above cases, the dipoles will be predomi- mined from the equations
nantly of the magnetic type oriented across the current A' , 118)
-o...e. with ; 90- iFig. 2B) assuming the feed line is in -".' - ,

the Y direction (Fig. 4L tan ik,,h) =., k,j k,, (19)
For a *through the substrate' coaxial to microstrip tran-

si i s low frequencies C13]: When i., 4 1, k,, can be more easily found by

s7tto /,_ at I I e,low , r, Ii -4k](t, - 11: 2  t201
log, 4 which is accurate provided that tan ik,,h) m kvh.

Tv.. .1- 114) S, is a pessimistic estimate of the crosspolarised radi-

, - -I)' y~.~+ I ation and assumes that all contnbutions from the surface
log,I

'-- , , 2 , , e I wave are scattered coherently in some direction. This may
thus relate to peak crosspolarisation values. An estimate

For r,2 32. T 0.3. The radiauon pattern is similar to relating to average levels is obtained by assuming that. in
that of a inagnetic dipole placed across the stip end with general. incoherent icaltering of the surface wave takes
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place. whilst E., due to direct radiation adds .cohereni In a resonant array terminated in An open circuit. most
to give the array power gain G. rhe level of cress- of the power incident on the termination is reflected back
polarisation due to surface waves. S,. referred to the peak
pain is then given by 3

S, -SL G 1

Sc and S, depend on the substrate type and thtckniess in-
addition to antenna gain, and some Vuidelines for choice of
substrate can be determined. Such deductions have been
made for microstnp patches [2), and while some are
applicable here the array series feeding technique needs to
be taken into account. The array is represented by a 1

periodically loaded transmission line lFig. 5) with conduc- 0P
lance G, representing radiation from the nth period OD

fig. 6 Peri.iisl ionkdl wamC 9 u It"io iif iarr .20s rsi

region and terminated tn a matched load as shown or an a
open or shoirt circutit. The period radiation conductance
can be determined from an integration over the far field of -tor
the total Poyintitig vector due to all the small magnetic
dipoles in as single period. However, useful first-order infor- . --.. .-

mation can be extracted by assuming that GPis equivalent
to the conductance G, of an isolated open-circuit end in a ~ -

line of impedance Z.. This case is approximately equisa- I
lent to a comb-line array with ;. stub spacing [9]. G, is ' I
gisen by [26]: COu 2

G, ir~9s42 for w~< 0.35., :2 2 4 6 a 10

120;.., - for 0.35;. < %v_ < 2;.n Fg 6 P M)e S 1s, swusm (, elsu e mmte,, o se 4Fq

60n--i

where wi is given by eqns. 1I and I.. The ratio P, of ," 12
power radiated per period to the power incident on the C-5

period is given by [30] l0.

P, G. t241t

where Z. is the feed-line impedance. Fligs. 6a and h shows 10 1il
Pit and SL, against hl;, and r_ respectively, where P5 it is -

given byv eqn. 24 with eqns. 212 or 23 and SL by eqn. 17 wiih
eqns. I i and 19. It can be seen from Fig. 6a that the use of e -

a thin substrate results in both iow crosspolarisat[ion due
to surface wave generation and low radiation, whereas Fig. 0
6b indicates that both low crosspolarisation and high radi- 0 -5 -t0 -t 5 -20

P d6
ation are obtained when a, < 2. t, > 2 results in bosh low
crosspolarisation and low radiation. Thus, use of very low Fg.7Enmrsiiui bepks'rhaee iubmo.
c, is suggested. whilst choice of h alone results in a com- W~u 'a' P, , .- a lost in loa to sePi pun-, ;or Arr~ay 01 N vie-
promise between surface wave excitation and efficiency. lt

The amount of power lost in a matched load termina- dg - ,0b - Lddioisl

tion is determined by PA. For a given aperture distrtbutton35JWdflel
on the array. the ratio. PL I of power lost in the load to
array input power is related to the power radiated by the into the array and subsequently radiated while a small
period at the peak of the distribution PA., and the amount will be directly radiated at the termination, as
number of radiating penods in the array M as shown in described in Section 2.3. Due to the increased signal path
Fig. 7. where .VP8 ,. is shown for Taylor distrtbutions length this resonant action has been found to stgnificantly
[16) for -25 and -35 dB sidelobe levels, It can be seen increase the line losses in short arrays [9], where substan-
that for given N it is necessary to maximise: Pit ,x to mini- ital power is incident on the terminatton. In long arrays
mise P,. and unless c, < 2 this will result in increased where little power is incident, the increase is found to be
crosspolarisation due to aurface wave generation. For a small [10). It has been shown in Fig. 7 that the power
given PL- An array of more elements will require lower incident on the termination is related to PA,. for an
PA ,. and hence incur less crosspolartsaiion. In addition, array with A matched load termination. The above retults
the array gain G wtll also be larger, until line losses domin- suggest that stmilar relationships between array line losses
ate, and this will further suppress S, a% indicated in and crosspolarisation due to surface wave generation may
eqn 21. be derived for resonant arrays.
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Table 2: Design degree of positional freedom and ratio. C.. of Peak cross- to broadside reference Polarization for
seines-fed microetrip arrays
Radiaing Anay type I. Design degrees of freeoom C.

element detrees Control of Corriol of Others 0 . 0 0 45

prod length P P, rleoorted)

Bends Serent .ne 90 yes yes* one 383
(for d. p I- ,

rrrangie r1t 90 ye es 'W none 0 0 0 5(for a 90

Rampart rne 0 - 0 < 180 yes yes' control ofrv d 50 t.ro=

ano crc. pol and E
Charn antenna

linearly polarsed 0 yes yes' none 00 0.32
(for d, 05.,5A)

Circularty polarred yes yes.* none 0.91
(for o 120)

Frankl line 0 yes yes+ none 00 043

Seps Cont 90 yes yes. none 0.0 004
and Seres connected
open patch array 0 yes yes n . one 00 0.04

circits Onertaid
Patch ar.. 90 yes yes' none 00 0.04

Paresitc
patch array 0 yes yes* none 00 004

P. conroltled by geometr
+P, 'O cnrolled by liye width

3 First-order geometric constraints on = Eq..or 25""

crosspolarisation E25)

3.1 Design degrees of freedom E ~o . . and E= are given by eqns. 4 and 5. respectively,
The design degrices of freedom that can be deduced from for linear polarisation. For circular polarisation they refer
the literature for each array type are shown in Table 2. All to broadside reference h'nd and peak orthogonal hand.
types shown have control over the period length p IFig. respectively, and in this case are derived from eqn. 3. Cf,
IAL and. hence, the main beam direction. The ratio. Ps, of will be suppressed to a large extent within the array by the
power radiated per period to-power incident is controlled array factor FIt). ol so that the array crosspolarisatton CA
in all arrays by the substrate parameters r, and h. In addi- is given by
lion. in the serpent, triangle and circularly polarised chain.
it is also determined by p and a. respectively iFigs. 3a-'). C, = CF19. 01 (26)
In the rampart line P. is also controlled by d,. d, and d3
(Fig. 3d) and in all arrays formed by steps or open circuits where it is assumed that the array factor does not signifi-
by 11. 1, or d, (Figs. 3g, h and il). If thin feed-lines are not cantly alter the direction of E=. C. will thus. in general.
required,. feed-line width can be used to control Pt in all correspond to measured array crosspolarisation levels
types. Variation in the substrate height along the array can quoted in the literature.
also be used, although the authors are aware of no Estimates of Cp in the 4b = 0G' plane are shown in Table
published examples of this. In the rampart line the addi- 2 for the magnetic dipole configurations of Fig. 3. Where
tional two inherent degrees of freedom allow control of the zero levels occur, results in the 0 = 45 plane are given.
reference polansation direction 0 and both reference and For the sinusoidal serpent line the analysis of Section 8.1
crosspolarsed sidelobe level. However. control of the latter indicates that E=', occurs at 0 = -90. and in this case
is limited and dependent on rb with E, at best not being eqn. 46 reduces to
suppressed significantly below E,,, [6]. Additional decrees
of freedom may be available from patch arrays iFigs. 31. h C _- 3.83d. (27)
and iL although, to the authors' knowledge. no reports of P
this have been published. Thus. the microstrip series array
types shown exhibit little or no independent control over For d,P = L0. for example. C. 3.83 1= 11.7 dB). For
crosspolansation. However. if choice of array type is con- Fit). ,l -30 dB eqn. 26 gives C4 = -18.3 dB for this
%idered to be a further degree of freedom. then an optimum case Measured results [3] show that C, = -14 dB for an
choice may be advantageous in some cases. array designed for - 30 dB sidelobe levels. High measured

crosspolarisation in the a = 0- plar.. also occurs in the
rampart line for most IV for linear polansation and also for

32 Assessment of crosspoiariseron circular polarisation [6]. The cross polJirisatlon behaviour
The first-order analysis f radiation from the array struc- of the serpent and rampart line is analogous to waveguide
ture developed in Section :.l can be used to give a quali- slot arrays due to similarities in the magnetic dinole con-
tative assessment of crosspolarisation levels for the source figurations. In particular, high C, is noted in the wave-
distributions given in Section 2.2 and, hence, help in choice guide I-slot (31] and the narrow-wall inclined slot [32]
of an optimum configuration. Crosspolarisation is defined where C, = - 20 dB has been measured.
here for a single array period .is ihe ratio. Cf. of the peak For the triangle line. linearly polarised chain antenna
crosspolansation E".'. to reference polarisation on broad- with , = 5_... where ;.. is the micrositrip wavelength,
side E..e.n, so that and the Franklin antenna with d , 4,- C, = 0 in the
11F- PRO(CLEM %:';S. |',,I I/ Pr 11 . it I ¢L'ST !'98q4 -
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* *.b. ~ ..... ......- . .o

0 . 01 plane. Cp is significant for all these types in the connector is subsequently added and ubstrate surface
1 - 45' plane. wave effects are estimated. Mutual coupling within the

The radiated field of the circularly polarised chain structure is not accounted for.
antenna in the 0 = 0' plane is given by [5] E,. is calculated from eqns. I and 2. where the integra-

2 2 tion contour, indicated by the broken line in Fig. 9. is
E,=j sin cos k i' -_sn; sin- -- ,

- Cos; sin ~k l-in; sin d'* (281I

where s and a are delin d in Fig. 3c. For circular polansa- ---- , U"-
lion in the broadside direction. i - kos: hence.
SE,~,,0 o, s = in x, 2 cos 2,2. The maximum orthogonal r vgo 5 C
hand of polarisation occurs in the 0 = 90 direction; hence

c,=cs{~( Fig~j l. 9 G~o'eirv ej %fnnk sruh ey com.b-i ara

- cot sin 2 (I - sin ' 2 cos ., 1291 located at the equivalent widths. w,, and w,2* of the line
sections. The feed lines are assumed to stretch to infinity.

ForThe voltage at the conductor edge. . is appoximaed by
ments have C, = 0 in the o = 0U plane and low C, in the .l..rv..

* 45- plane [2]. v = :h (30)
It should be noted that these results have been obtained

assuming that there is no higher-order mode generation where E, is the .directed field at the edge of an equivalent

either in the feed line at bends or at steps. Second-order closed waveguide model of the structure (34]. Analysis of

crosspolarisation effects in both the rampart line (6] and the waveguide model is descrbed in Section 82. The refer-
in the comb-line array as described in the following ence polarisation d;rection is 0) = 90'. so that eqns. 4 and
Section have been shown to be due to these sources. Thus. 5 give
although such first-order analysis allows a qualitative first E,, = E,.sin o + cos 0 4* (31)
estimate, each type requires a detailed examination to
establish its ultimate performance. E_ = 

E,, , -cos 0 -4 + sin (32)"

The radiated fields in the 0 = 0" plane are then given by
4 Application to comb-line arrays

E~ 8krd t in sin 0 kIc0 [an 133)
4.1 Analysis of comb structure 2- 8jkr.,o h s 2
The comb-line array (9] configured for ;._, )..:2 and ;.4 k."""'"

Fig. &A complete analysis of such structures would .a
spacing. where ... is the microstnp wavelength, is shown in E ,,. - 4k%,h coo 2 i " .. _

require inclusion of radiation from the whole comb struc- x - e k,
sure including the input connector and also scattering from
the substrate surface wave. Such an approach is possible - Y 4jkrh sin k sin 0
(33]. but the computational difficulties are severe. A sim-,>o
plified approach is used here. based on the analysis of ..d....

Section 2.1, in which radiation from a single stub and x ,I- ,/kz, (34)
associated feed line is estimated using the magnetic current
method. Overall array action is obtained by the applica- where w, is defined in Fig. 9 and T2, and k2, are the
tion of appropriate array factors. Radiation from the input amplitude and wave number, respectively, of the higher-
,nut A order modes excited by the T-junction in the stub. When
cr-ector Ar, = 0 for s > 0. E,,, = 0. confirming the result given in

- oicgea Table 2. For the comb-line array specified in Fig. 1O. forl- od whc oi =0.67 and rT2,=O.5",. CP=0.50 for

-- 0 = 90' and d = 0' assuming that only the fundamental
and first higher-order modes are present in the stub. This

Ao.? A value is comparable to those found for arrays formed from
bends as shown in Table 2.

-- The radiated field in the 0 - 0
° plane Er, due to an

array of V periods is given by

,u t  . B A- a Er = i E. , * ' + sin ..
sin4

where

E,. - E,,f -E,,.. i (36)

Fig. $ ,ranpo- i,.ov= In eqn. 35 * denotes complex conjugate. and

0 flii.oo~0*h~='; . - -- :sin il - ,~ t,, (37)
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where it. is the effective dielectric constant in the Ieed line No directional information is obtained from the
and analysis of the surface wave scattering, and it zannot be

added into eqn. 35. S,, and SL are thus simply superim.
= I for -j- spacing posed on the presented results.

4o3 Experimental ano theoretical results
= for -spacing (381 Figs. IOu and h show results for a ten-stub array with

-;.2 spacing; it can be seen that the measured cross-
Or polarisation level lies between -6 dB and - IS dB. Good -.

agieement between the theoretical and measured [35)

,S results, particularly in the high crosspolarised lobe at 0
- 70., is noted. Putting v., = 0 in eqn. 34 of the analysis -
of the array of Fig. ]Oa resulted in a reduction of the cross-
polarisation to -28 dB. indicating that this high lobe is

10 due almost entirely to the first higher-order made in the
stub. Comparison of Fig. l0o and b show that reducing wt
results, particularly in the high crosspolarised. lobe at 0
indicate that this will be accompanied by a reduction in Pi
and, hence. reduced efficiency, and this is confirmed by
measurements [35]. Transition radiation is included in the

analysis and the effect of removing it in Fig. 10a is to-4- SL reduce the crosspolarisation outside the high lobe, which
't £remains unchanged, by about 2 dB. This can be imple-S I ^mented in practice by covering the transition with radar-

absorbent material. Figs. l~a and b also show that both S,r'. 1  A and SL are in this case. small in comparison to the mea-
3 sured crosspolarisaton.

0Figs I la and b show results for 38-stub arrav with n-
-90 -60 -30 0 30 s0 o .'4 spacing and screened transitions. The array main. ...

0 0 . d r es beam is now scanned to a backfire direction witht = d . -

-10' and narrow stubs are used. In Fig. Ila the . -0I maximum crosspolarisation level is - 16 dB at 0 = g0"
which is not well predicted theoretically. Howeser, it can
be seen that the peak crosspolarisation is within 3 dB of SL.
and the average value is around S,. In Fig. lIb the sub- -

.58 'strate height has been halved resulting in a reduction in SL - . -

and S4 of approximately 6 dB. The crosspolansation is
to- reduced by a similar amount, indicating that in these

arrays it is primarily determined by the surface-wave scat-
I tering. The reduction in substrite height also gives rise to a

r 1.5 dB increase in power lost in the load.

5 Conclusions
-- S

Crosspolansition in linear serics-fed microstrip arrays has
been shown to be largely dependent on their configuration.
Using a simplified magnetic current analysis, useful first-
order information has been extracted from geometrical
considerations. Whilst not completely quantifying the

30 _ crosspolarisation behaviour, such an approach. coupled
-9o -60 -30 0 30 60 so with existing analytical results for transition and surface

a e. oegres; wave effects, can be used as a guiding tool in the initial
design stage. From this some important initial conclusions

Fig. 10 Radlei,,- paiifr lin wi 0 i , an, fo, ,oi, Iva .mth fen can be drawn concerning the relationships between the
-ft.1 4r, .. 2 pw.,q various sources of crosspolansation and the antenna con-

Fr~ew, =- 3GHz . 2 2. I 'Sarns. -, - S mm figuration:
- Mm In) Examination of the conductor geometry suests.

E.,-w-- that. in general, increased radiation per period in the refer-
._ _ .- ...... -, ,.o ence polarisaton is accompanied by increased cross-

polarisation. In longer arrays the radiation per period is
proportionally less and the crosspolarisation is likely to be

4 2 Feed and surface wave effects reduced with respect to the desired reference polansation.
For an assumed unity field amplitude in the feed line, the (b) Little control of radiation from the reed transition is
magnitude of the IQ + l)th magnitude dipole representing possible apart from screening with absorbent material.
the feed radiation is obtained from eqn. IS. As ;'.I = 90 Integration of the microwave circuitry with the antenna
and b 90 , the field due to this source will be cross- will remove the need for a transition, although it is not .....
polansed in the o = 0' plane. This term is added directly clear whether the radiation from the circuitry will be less
to eqn. 35. than from the transition. Thus. if crosspolarisation from
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the other sources is reduced to a small level. zhis ma% Arras' that are now knsowsn. a designer will find the first.
become a limiting factor. rder 2ecril. ci data presented here a useful starting

point and lpful in narrowing down the choice of struc-
ii re !o ailit ai particular system req uirement.
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U AppndixFor Q z: 4. the configuration of dipoles indicated an Fig. 12

8.1 First. order analysis of the serpent-line array results, and eqns. 45 amnd 25 give

For a curved microstrip line (23] ihe equivalent magnetic Sj re
current it ihe line centre is given by C,. 5T * il ( sf

%I ic-.i + I sin 0 sin it (391 XCs I Sn0Jcs0(6

where 1) is the radius at Curvature. v is the line voltage and
the line is oriented in the xc direction. For the sinuisoidal 8.2 Analysis of wavequide model of comb array
serpent line. Fig. 12. assuming that 11 is Small. zqn. 39 The waveguide model of the comb array is shown in Fig. 9.

Mode matching is performed at the T-junction [37]
assuming infinite length teed lines and a fundamental
TEMmode incident from region A. Thus the fundamental
mode reflected from the stub end and incident on the june-

riogeiretion from region B is ignored in this part of the calcu-

lation. Using physical reasoning based on experience with
e--- a transmission tine model of the array [9]. the reflectedLIZ wave is subsequently included by superimposing a cosinu-

soidal distribution on the fundamental mode in the stub.
In addition, as the stub radiates only a small fraction of

Fig. 12 rhaqncr dipole Nmot irrrrs urniawid wrpn rite -n Q J the power in the feed line, a fundamental mode of unity
in "frn. amplitude is assumed in region C. Thus, for an assumed

unity, field incident wave, the electric field E. in the various-- -

regions are:. -

reduces, in the co - 0 plane, to; .=A. &a~i7 *

El.~~ = ll - e 147

The radius of curvature is given by [361 ,~ ~, o,~ .18

+ -,, ""CO 'I -,1 48

ft - \j ( T., w %here -, and k., are thne modal transmission and propaga-

2AI/ (nrs d, cost~ tion coefficient. respectively. The edge fields required for
=- :sin !+1 O - eqn. 30 are obtained by putting v - = w~a 2 into eqn. 48.
P, ~ pi 4 . P P TypicallN, the series is truncated after a A to ensure accu-

i4l i racies of the order of a fe- percent.
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Appendix 8.6

Microstrip Patch Arrays with Spherical9
Dielectric Overlays .

Microstrip Planar Arrays with Dielectric
Sphere Overlays 18,

and

Dielectric Reflector Feed with Microstrip
Excitation 19.
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MICROSTRIP PATCH ARRAYS WITH SPHERICAL DIELECTRIC OVERLAYS

Chris. M. Hall, J.R. James and G. Andrasic.

Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham, UK.

INTRODUCTION Comparisons were made between the basic
parallel-fed microstrip patch array, Fig 2a,

Recently, ways of incorporating dielectric and the same structure loaded with dielectric

feeders into microstrip arrays, to reduce spheres, Fig 2b, based upon pattern quality

losses at millimetre wavelengths, have been and gain. The efficiency of these antennas

studied (1,2,3) but difficulties are then was calculated from the measured gain and

encountered concerning the connection of such beamwidth, from which effective aperture size

feeders to conventional metal waveguide which was estimated and hence the gain in the

is commonly in use. In this present investi- absence of dielectric loss. These initial

gation we consider alternative ways of results led to the design of a large array

utilising dielectric material to enhance the operating at 90 GHZ which used an overlay of

performance of microstrip arrays whereby dielectric spheres to yield improved gain and

dielectric spheres are overlaid on top of a pattern quality.

patch array. Clearly the new structure, like

the sandwiched substrate technique, is EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

constructionally more complicated but it will

be seen to offer enhancement at the expense The basic action of an overlaid sphere upon

of some increased depth and loss. The use of a patch was demonstrated using a 50 mm

dielectric spheres in conjunction with wave- diameter sphere of low loss dielectric

guide apertures at microwaves has previously material (Eccostock HTOOO3), r 
= 

2.2, placed

been studied but the incorporation of micro- upon a square microstrip patch on a substrate

strip patches is novel, particularly as the Er = 2.3 and height h = 0.789 mm. On placing

sphere is exposed to the patch nearfields. the sphere upon the patch a lowering of the

Furthermore a selection of dielectric spheres resonant frequency by 1.7% from 15.64 GHz to

can be readily purchased offering many new 15.37 GHz was noticed. At this frequency the

oossibillities for constructing low-cost light sphere was 2.56 free space wavelengths in

weight arrays at millimetres. In this paper diameter. Measured and computed radiation

we describe initial results, mainly from patterns were found to be in good agreement

exoeriments, to establish this novel technique in the H-plane and illustrated the good beam

and useful recommendations are given, shape and sidelobe levels that are achieved
with an overlaid sphere, Fig 3. The cross-
polarisation level was less than -20 dB.

THEORY Feed radiation was evident in the E-plane
co-polar pattern but resulted in a spurious

Previous modal analyses of dielectric spheres, radiation level of less than -15 dB. This in

used as antennas, have been mainly concerned itself is an improvement over the conventional

with waveiuide apertures (4-6) where the microstrip patch configuration. The gain of

excit3tion field extends over a large region. the above example was 15.2 dBi.

In the Present case the patch fields are
:- ncentrrted at the microstrip edoes, intro- This and other examples are plotted in Fig 4

duc:in near field effects. As such, the showina the correspondence between measured

nodal technique, based upon spherical wave main and the effective aperture diameter

functions, is likely to require accurate D' assessed from the half-power beamwidth.

representations of the local patch fields. It is found that D' is consistently greater
than the real diameter of the sphere D,

In ,Dur analvsis the microstrip resonant patch ind cating the additional directivity created

is modelled as two macnetic Hertzian dipoles, by the sphere volume. The efficiency loci

at opposite ends of the resonator (7). The drawn in Fig 4 relate the gain with D/I,

fields on the surfsce of the sphere are cal- (where " fre, space wavelength) and losses,

culated and are converted to ficticious based upon the assumption that the aperture

sources from which the far-field radiation is uniform.

kt'ern is obtained by the Equivalence
Prin-iDle Allowance is made for attenuation Gain limitation due to dielectric losses in

in the ray paths due to dielectric losses and the sphere was investigated using a range of

hence the gain of the sphere/patch combina- PTFE ;pheres aith diameters ranging from

tuon --an be estimated. The performance of an 3.3 , to 5.8 ., placed in front of a

array of such elements is obtained by invok- circular wavegulde aperture at 78 GHZ. A gain

ing the array factor. limitation of about 19.5 dBi was found with
only a I d8 increase :n gain over the range.

ANTENNAS CONSTRUCTED AND MEASURED At the same frequency the range of spheres

were placed over a square microstrip patch

The basic structure considered was that of a and here the measured gains (accounting for a

PTFE sphere (Er - 2.2, tan) = 0.001) placed waveauide launcher transition loss of 2 dB)

over and in contact with a small radiatinq were about 2 dB lower than for the circular

aperture such as 3 microstrip patch: Fia 1. wavenuide source, with a measured gain limit

M1easurements at microwaves lnd at millimetres of about 16.5 dBi. The trend for smaller

usmn complete and truncated spheres led to snheres of diameters less than 3 c was

the establishment of gain limitations and to inv.'sti'atel nt microwaves in the region of

estimates of the optimum size of sphere for 5 0 Hz. in these experiments an error of

best gain enhancement and pattern quality.
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Il dB it mIlImetre wa,-e1"o-n,s and o.5 -:1 an7,li- :a <n or the spheres. Boresioht cross-
at.l..w. was a .c... radiation was at -30 dB in both cases

'with the cross-polar lobe in the H-plane
Our oresent calculattcns toot' 'ate tn -t due to feed radiation beino reduced by 1 dB
loss due to the iielecttr- miter' i ibn to -16 dB. The beamwidth in both planes was
ranaes from -0.83 1!4 to I-" slr, Je rees; see Fin 9
diarea.rs of resc.-t.,.' Thi s
indeed a small effect n: -n tml. ' hat -h- X'IICLUSIONS
4,1o 1.I n t :o ns ev'i-Je' n l - 4 ]re IL-
tor decIrt're of toe ie: t:re : '-m :t r- The placing of dielectric spheres in contact
.... rm t u.trljtion. rh laur, t a. n with a microstrin catch antenna uses their
.S .o:oinp:-ent for tne smallur - -teres -: lens behaviour to brinq about increased gain,
P[r I and wa-.'eguade 1e tnn ' ':) ari-- lower sidelobes and lower cross-polar
siher-s :',es a consistently n: 7-'' ra'n than radiation despite the proximity of the patch
rlc.rostrLD eatcn excitation at mill-Imetres, near fields. Present analytical results are
These effects are currently bein -studied occurate enough to model the improvement in
,tth- inference at preset t is that there pattern quality but the feed contribution to

is no oint making te dielectric spheres cross-polarisation is more difficult to
ta: ar.e, account for.

7h o :mrrvement in the radiation patterns -f Loss due to the dielectric material does not
in array due to an overlay of dieilectrac seem a problem but further investigation is
srneres is well illustrated in Fias 5 and 6. currently underway. The new antenna
The F and H.-1line patterns of a 2x2 snuare configuration has many interesting applications
array of 4 ,icrostrip catches are shown in at both microwaves and millimetre wavelengths
Fiq5 ia and 5b respectively. The measurement where a small increase in depth is not a
',rqueney was 13.42 GHz and the sldelobe problem. However, by moulding the overlay
1ee- -n the E-olane is characteristic of of spheres as one piece, a combined lens
an 'it' re patches for an element secaration system and weather shield could be made and

c 0. 99 o" 4en loaded with a dielectrcc this would partially obviate the depth
IJameter 0 0.1" , ' c:r 2,3 and problem.

.r'1j a o nil I of "r. t from 13. 12
Ifz ", . 32 'Iz resulted, to eter with al ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

in -rise of 1. 4 dB in the measured 2ain.
:'nifcantl'v 2.wer s:delobe levl-s were This research was partially funded by the

nottced in both planet and lower areas-nolan US Army, European Research Office, London
ridlatiron gas measured in 'ie l--iane. and SEPC, UK............ t hetween. the theo..."t .... "a .... l I arid- -
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DQietectric Spheric

0 2- 22E< 2 5

h

Substrate. Patch Resonator

Figure 1 Sketch showinq the position of a Figure 2 Sketch of microstrip patch arrays,
dielectric sphere overlaid upon a microstrip (a) without overlay and (b) with overlay.
patch antenna.

Eff h c.ioencyNo 

(9)) Degrees "/

- -60 -30 0 -30 .60 *9020Itf/ 1

I 3 itIt She/J . -

5 18 .-,.- ...

-10 -1

-15 / 2 1

a,

/ \(

-25

FIN'

-30 1' 1O7 10
APTFE spheres over Tn11 circular aperture

I, 78 GHZ
F s oPoaFE spheres over microstrip patch :78GZ.

OPTFE spheres over microstrip patch,
1 1 = 22.23mm, tan t 0.001, - 2.3,

D = ,mm, r =2.3, f ,15.4Gz. f2 15.6GHz. r
2D = 25.omm, tan6 0.0003, Er = 2.2,

Co-polar (measured f = 15.5GHz

Co-polar (theory) 3 D - 50.0mm, tan6 *0.0003, Er= 2.2,
-Cross-polar (measured) f = 15G z.r

I'heory for corresponding numbers. . .-

Figure 3 H-plane radiation pattern of a Figure 4 Gain of patch elem~ent with a
patch element with a dielectric sphere over- dielectric sphere overlay plotted against the
lay. effect'. e anerture diameter 0' for various

efficiencies.
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19 Degrees (e) Degrees
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-30 - 30,'

(a) E-plane. (b) H-plane.

Co-polar (measured)----- - -Co-polar (theory).-- -- -- -- Cross-polar (measured).
D =!2.3m r 23 13.32GHz.

Figure 6 Radiation patterns of four patch elements in a 2 x 2 square array.wt veli
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Efhciencyl%)c; C.)"'..-'•

DC .•. ./-

O -',- / ,\,, ,s

10

10 *< f0-82

10

X Measured at 78GHZ,* Theory.
h'= heiqht of truncated sphere.

Figure 7 Gain of atch element with
truncated dielectric sphere overlay plotted
against effective aperture D', for various $
efficiencies.

(E) Degrees (9) Degrees

-90 -60 -30 0 .-3 .60 .90 -9 -60 -3 0 .3 .60 .90

-3 -3

-5 -5"

-25 -25

-3 . -3

-3 - -35'
:. , , 0,1: !.

*' 1, I 4 i, tP *1,' -

j• 

-

(a) E-plane. (b) ,-plane.

Co-polar (measured).- -- -Cross-polar (measured). D 3.18mm, cr - 2.3, f - 90.OGHz.

Figure 8 Radiation natterns of a 256 (16x16) element square patch array with overlaid
dielectric spheres.
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For E/D ring oscillators, the gate delay showed a strong tre slightly flattened so that no airspace exists between the
dependence on drain bias. The minimum gate delay time was sphere and patch I Fig. 1). 1he patch can be red with a backfed
41 ps/pte with a 4-1 mW/gate power dissipation. In addition, probe or coplanar line as sketched in Fig. I.
a very low speed-power product of 12.5 f] was obtained at
1
DD = 1 0 V. which corresponds to a minimum power dissi-

pation of 0.24 mW/gate with a 53 ps/gate delay time.

Conclusions: A newly developed DDS process has been suc- dielectric sphere

cessfully implemented on 3 in GaAs wafers to fabricate self- 
t
r 2

* aligned MESFET circuits. In comparing the DDS process
". with other previously reported processes with similar device
" structures, the DDS process is less complicated and appears

more manufacturable. The reported transconductance value of-0
280 mS/mm Ls the highest value ever published for I jim-gate
enhancement-mode GaAs MESFETs.'

-5 The ring oscillator
performance and yield results show the potential or the DDS
process to achieve a wide range of performance characteristics
of high speed, 22 ps/gate with 1.5 mW,,gate and very low
power, 0-37 mW/gate with 12.5 fJ power-speed product. substrate srt

Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank all
members of the GaAs Integrated Circuit Fabrication and microstrip patch

Engineering Groups for their support.
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102-104 incomplete as regards the inclusion of crosspolar contribu-

tions that can arise from the patch feeder system. Dielectric
losses are allowed for, thus enabling gain calculations to be
made. Arrays of the sphere/patch elements are calculated by
compounding the array and element factors.

Measured and calculated results: Fig. 2 shows the H-plane
MICROSTRIP PLANAR ARRAYS WITH radiation pattern of a square microstrip patch with and
DIELECTRIC SPHERE OVERLAYS without an overlaid dielectric sphere of relative permittivity

r,2 -,2'2 and D = 50 mm. When the sphere was brought into
contact with a square patch of w - I - 5.95 mm, the resonant

Indexing terms: Antennas, Antenna arrays, Micrasteip frequency of the input impedance was reduced from

A novel combination of a microstrip patch and dielectric 15-64 GHz to 15-37 GHz. The microstrip substrate had a rela-
sphere is desrbed. Measurements and analysis illustrate the live permittivity .,, - 2-3 and thickness h - 0.79 mm. The
basic action and the use of this new element in a millimetre- measured gain and calculated gain corrected for losses in the
wave array. Improved radiation pattern control and sparse dielectric material are given in Table I, together with data for
deployment of elements, at a cost of some increase in a smaller sphere. The difference between the theoretical and
antenna depth and constructional detail, are the main tea- measured gains increases with sphere size and is mainly due to
lures identified, the accuracy of the theoretical model. Experiments on a range

Table I MEASURED AND CALCULATED GAINS
I roducftion: The use of dielectric feeders with microstrip OF PATCH/SPIIERE ELEMENTS
patch elements, as a means of reducing feeder losses, has been
recently investipted. In this letter we report other ways of Mea- Cal-
advantageously combining dielectric and microqtrip struc- sured culated

- lines, and the action of a dielectric sphere excited by a rec- Material D Freq. gain pin
tangular mocrostrip patch is described. When arrays of this
new element are depl,,ed, improved radiation pattern control ell tan 6 dm " d"' d "

and provision of ado.ional space for circuit elements are some
of the benefits obtained, ot a cost of some increased depth and 22 2.5 00101 22 2 156 II 117
constructonal detail In the practical arrangement the spheres 22 0-0003 500 15.37 152 17-5
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or different size spheres indicated that increasing the sphere those usually obtained from microstrip arrays, where feed
diameter beyond about D - 3,1 IA, - free-space wavelength) radition is a problem. Further details on this array and
yields little increase in gain. This ia attributed to the inability another version with closer patch spacing are summarised in
of the patch to create an optimal field distribution. Shaping of Table 2 and further illustrate the properties or the new
the spherical surface and using different shapes of patch reson- element.
altrs are some of the many variations that offer additional Table 2 SUMMARY OF MILLIMETRIC ARRAY
pattern control. Truncation of the sphere to increase the area RADIATION l'A'I [ERN MEASUREMENTS
in contact with the substrate has also been investigated.' In AT 90 Gli
general the prasence of the sphere brings about improved
equality of E and Ii beamshapes, a reduction of sidelobes and 256 elements 64 elemeiits
some reduction in crosspolarisseion levels.Wihu Wth ihot ih

- e- .dogr.ef sphecres spheres spheres spheres.
-9 60 -0 0 .30 .60 .9

0 ''- di1 , = ,4 095 095 190 190
Gain. dlii 24 27 14 21,-4. E-plane
Sideluhes. dO -tO. -105 -13. -t0 -It. - 12 -14, -15
Grating lobes.-10 dli- - 0,0 - 12 S.-13

CSpurious, dB < - 1tS < -17 < -1S < -23
rCrosspular, dO < -- 5 < -23 < -IS < -24

01 Sidelubes, dB -12. - 15 -14. - 15 -12, - 12 -1235. - 13-5
t2 ICGratingi lobes.-- IIS -5t4

-25 C rosplar. dl < -15 <-16 < -12-S < -20

I 
p u io s d O <-< 

- -< 

17-< -- 2

- ~ i t tConclusions: A new type of array element consisting of a
-3 -1 dielectric sphere excited by a mierosirip patch has been -

if described. The new structure offers additional degrees of
____ freedom in pattern control at the expense of increased depth
w)-s1-21and constructional detail. Many variations in patch and

Fig. 2 Il-plaie radiation pattern of a microsirip patch element with ate sphere geometry are suggested offering improved pattern
overlumddielectrc spherecontrol, and we are currently developing a circularly polarised ---

over 50-0 mm.ecri spere=22 a -03,a~-2.A-07 feed (or a reflector antenna with switched beams, using these
f.- 15 37 GHz principles. When applied to arrays, fewer elements are

required which leads to an immediate reduction in co- andcouiolar (measured) crosapolarised radiation from feeder networks. The sparse- - - - copotar (theory)

- crosspotar (measured) feed network also makes additional space available for circuit
.... theoretical copolar pattern Of Miero3trip patch without elements such as phase shifters.

overlaid sphere These issues are particularly advantageous at millimetres'

The use of spheres to effect pattern control is most marked where the provision for electronic beam scanning circuits is a
requirement. Calculations indicate that with smaller sphereswhen considering arrays of these elements as in Fig. 3. some beam scanning facilities could be incorporated. Finally

Without the spheres the patch spacing d was made too great thpyscldlomnofheiecrcshrsonheub
for conventional array operation and hence the pattern was tre phca beaproacedt bouin the eeti spheres as ah matb-
dominated by grating lobes. With the spheres in place a well which after fixing to the array beneath with adhesive would

*structured beam with sidelobes commensurate with a uniform also form a protective dielectric panel. This would be particu-
array distribution was achieved which is in very good agree- lryatatv tmilmtewvlnts
incrit with theory. Croaspolarisation levels were lower titan alatrcietmiierewvenhs
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DIELECTRIC SPHERE REFLECTOR FEED WITH MICROSTRIP EXCITATION

J.R. James, C.M. Hall, P.S. Hall and C.J. Prior

School of Electrical Engineering and Science
Royal Military College of Science
Shrivenham, Swindon, Wilts, SN6-8LA, England

INTRODUCTION

The application of a spherical dielectric lens in direct contact with a
single microstrip patch radiating element Fig.], creates a new type of
antenna element with a greater degree of design freedom than a conventional
microstrip patch array. The technique has already been applied to arrays of -

microstrip patches where the sparse deployment of radiating elements and a
consequent reduction in feed radiation has been achieved i .

In this present paper we consider how this technique may be applied to
the design of a new type of reflector antenna feed offering continuous
design control of beamwidth in applications where the beamwidth of a patch
alone would be too broad and an array of patches would have too narrow a

beamuidth.
The following discussion covers the choice of lens diameter D, truncated

height, h, (both of which control the beamwidth) substrate dielectric
constant, 5 ri' and thickness, h, in the design of a feed antenna for a
parabolic reflector. For illustrative purposes we consider the following
requirement: diameter of reflector-I.Om and focal length-O.588m, operating
within the following basic specification, (I) Frequency band, 11.7 to
12-5GHz, (2) Gain >35-5 dBi, (3) Sidelobes better than for uniform
distribution and (4) Cross-Polarisation<-25dB (including circular

polarisation).

CHOICE OF SUBSTRATE AND LENS

During measurements of the radiation patterns of a TM1I circular disc
antenna on a substrate of height h-l.59mn it was found that the maximum
H-plane Cross-Polar (HCPmax) was much greater than in the E-plane, within
9-t50 0 . In this case HCPmax was measured at -14.5 dB, see Fig.2. Further I.

maxinvestigation shoved HCPmax to be a function of both h and 5 r1 and indicated ".-

that HCPmax must be traded against bandwidth with HCP being a stronger
function of cr2; see Fig.3. A substrate height of O.79mm and Eri=2- 3 was
chosen resulting in a bandwidth (VSWRe2"6) of 5-9% and HCPma -18dB.

A commercially available PTFE sphere of ErI>2  2 5 and iameter 22-2,ws ...

was chosen but required truncation to meet the required beamwidth of about
100 degrees in both principal planes. The second reason for choosing a
substrate of height h/o=0-.033 and HCPmax--18dB was that HCPmax increased
to -15dB when the untruncated sphere (h=D) was placed in contact with the
patch. For h/Ao-O.060, HCPmax increased to -11.3dB. Other effects of the
sphere were a small detuning of 1%, and an increase in bandwidth (VSWR<2"6)
from 5-9% to 6.4%..
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RESULTS WITH OVERLAID TRUNCATED SPHERE

Truncation of the sphere to a heiiht h/D=0"92 resulted in an increase in

the H- and E-plane beamwidths to 96.5 and 88.0 respectively. Additionally,
there was a larger detuning of 5-3% to the centre frequency of 13.98GHz, and

a further increase in bandwidth to 6-7%.
The radiation patterns of the chosen feed antenna were measured both in

amplitude and phase; see Figs.4(a and b), about the phase centre of the 9
antenna, (see Fig.l), which was chosen as the point about which the Co-polar
phase deviation is a aiinimum in both principal planes between 8=+500, and was
measured at z-+lmm from the groundplank. Amplitude measurements showed
little change in HCPmax at -15"2dB and a reduction in ECPmax to -25dB.
However both ECPmax and, more importantly, HCPmax are functions of frequency
with HCPmax rising towards the band edges. Variations, of HCPmax may emerge -

as an important factor in an evaluation of bandwidth.

PREDICTIONS FOR REFLECTOR ANTENNA

The radiation patterns of the complete reflector antenna were calculated

using the physical optics approximation with the measured feed data. Figures
5(a) and 5(b) show the H- and E-plane radiation patterns for linear
polarisation and are summarized in Table I.

Calculations of the performance of reflector antenna considered with a
circularly polarised feed assumed that two identical orthogonal modes are
excited in the feed and are appropriately phased, each having identical
characteristics to the linearly polarised antenna.

The calculated aperture efficiency includes spillover loss, aperture
taper loss and feed losses.

CONCLUSIONS . .

It has been shown that a spherical (or truncated spherical) dielectric
lens placed in contact with a microstrip patch allows an efficient reflector
feed to be made offering continuous design control of beamwidth. The control ..-

of H-plane cross-polarised radiation has emerged as an important issue, the
variation of which could prove to be an important bandwidth criteria.

Other possibilities under development include the use of multiple patches -

for switched or simultaneous beams and the use of specially shaped non-
spherical lenses.
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Fig 5: Predicted radiation patterns from reflector antenna.
Frequency II*98GHz, Dish diameter 1-0m, Focal length 0-588m.

Co-polar Cross-polar.

Linear Polarisation Circular Polarisation

H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane

Sidelobes (dB) -.21 <-22-5 <-25-2 -25-7

Highest Cross-
Polar (dB) i -25-3 -37-5 -27-3 <-24.8

Boresight Cross
Polar (dB) -491 -491 -77.T9 -77-9

Aperture efficiency 66%, Gain 40-2 dBi: f or linear polarisation.
Beaiwidth (-3dB) 2.50

Table 1: Summary of predicted reflector radiation patterns.
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